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Abstract
Prevention of spreading viral respiratory disease, especially in case of a pandemic such as coronavirus disease of 2019 
(COVID-19), has been proved impossible without considering obligatory face mask-wearing protocols for both healthy and 
contaminated populations.The widespread application of face masks for long hours and almost everywhere increases the 
risks of bacterial growth in the warm and humid environment inside the mask. On the other hand, in the absence of antiviral 
agents on the surface of the mask, the virus may have a chance to stay alive and be carried to different places or even put the 
wearers at risk of contamination when touching or disposing the masks. In this article, the antiviral activity and mechanism 
of action of some of the potent metal and metal oxide nanoparticles in the role of promising virucidal agents have been 
reviewed, and incorporation of them in an electrospun nanofibrous structure has been considered an applicable method for 
the fabrication of innovative respiratory protecting materials with upgraded safety levels.
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Introduction

Human coronaviruses have been considered nonlethal patho-
gens, which usually cause mild upper respiratory diseases 
and around 15% of prevalent colds [1]. However, in the past 
two decades, severe pneumonia and human death have been 
caused by two animal-transmitted coronaviruses, severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and 
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-
CoV) [2]. And lately, in 2019, the prevalence of a novel 
viral disease, COVID-19, which originated from the same 
family and officially named after a well-known antecedent, 
SARS-CoV-2, based on World Health Organization (WHO), 
as killed over 6.04 million people and infected over 455 mil-
lion people all around the world which undoubtedly has been 
the most catastrophic issue of human health in the twenty-
first century so far.

Finally, on 12 March 2020, the WHO announced COVID-
19 as the fifth recorded pandemic, after Spanish flu (H1N1) 
in 1918 [3], Asian flu (H2N2) in 1957 [4], Hong Kong flu 
(H3N2) in 1968 [5], and Swine flu Pandemic (H1N1) in 
2009 [6], which respectively led to around 50 million, 1.5 
million, 1 million, and 300,000 deaths.
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Although the severity and mortality of COVID-19 are 
less than most of other epidemic coronaviruses (i.e., SARS-
CoV and MERS-CoV), it is much more transmissive and can 
be easily spread via the virus-containing droplets originat-
ing from sneezing, coughing, exhalation, or by contacting 
contaminated materials [7]. The aerosol pathway cannot be 
neglected as the most critical and dominant way of the virus 
to spread [8]. Even though a majority of the population in 
developed and developing countries have received vaccines, 
high mutation rates in the genome of COVID-19 [9] have 
been leading to emergence of new variants (i.e., Omicron 
[10]) that can cause a whole different type of symptoms, 
sometimes more severe and long-lasting complications, 
beyond the immunizing power of the vaccines which were 
introduced so far. Besides, there are still some unvaccinated 
populations due to specific beliefs or vaccine hesitancy. 
Therefore, wearing face masks as the first line of defense is 
still part of the WHO protocol and the best-recommended 
strategy for managing the outbreak due to the reduction of 
the risk of infection and preventing transmission of droplets, 
small carriers of respiratory viruses, either from the sur-
roundings to the healthy wearer or from the infected wearer 
to the surroundings [8].

These masks mostly contain a nonwoven layer with a 
specific pore size to impede the passage of the pathogens, 
and durability of manufacturing material [11], fitness, flex-
ibility, and comfort are the most important concepts in the 
design process, which subsequently impact the perception 
of users and their tendency for using masks [12]. Ideal air 
filtration materials should also be able to effectively capture 
the aerosol particles and allow airstream to pass through 
them simultaneously [13]. Substituting nanofibers for con-
ventional filter media could be a proper approach to fulfilling 
the abovementioned criteria [14].

The first effort to employ electrospun nanofibers with the 
aim of air filtration begins in the early 1980s [15]. The out-
standing properties of the nanofibers, including small fiber 
diameter and pore size, high porosity, interconnected pore 
structure [16], high ratio of surface area to volume, promis-
ing mechanical strength, and controllable morphology, are 
beneficial for improving filtration performance and captur-
ing particles [17]. Besides, less resistance of the nanofi-
brous media to airflow leads to minimization of leakage and 
enhances the chance of capturing the particles without need-
ing a perfect seal, which can reduce the exposure levels of 
wearers considering the case of using ordinary masks [14].

Electrospinning is the most promising technology pro-
ducing high-efficiency nanofibrous air filters from a vast 
range of polymers that have been widely used in many 
fields, including disposable respirators, indoor air purifiers, 
cleanroom air purification systems, and automotive cabin air 
filters, among other devices [18]. The application of the fil-
tration media consisting of fine fibers in the structure of the 

catalyst of photoelectrochemical oxidation-assisted indoor 
air purifiers facilitates the capturing stage of the pollutant, 
especially for microscopic particulate matter due to increas-
ing of the surface area [19]. Compared to melt-blown fibers, 
electrospun nanofibers are about one to two orders thinner 
weigh less (0.02–0.5 g.m−2 compared to 5–200 g.m−2 for 
melt-blown filters), possess higher surface area, and smaller 
diameter pores [14, 20]. Theoretical models depicted that in 
the case of employing smooth, lightweight, and less-than-
micron-sized fibers with circular cross-sections, capturing 
aerosol particles can be enhanced [21]. However, focusing 
on the safety of the human body and environment, the elec-
trospun filter membranes should be green, nontoxic, and 
environmentally friendly [14].

Figure 1 depicts a number of polymers that have been 
exploited to produce electrospun nanofibrous filters with 
superior performance to date, including polyacrylonitrile 
(PAN) [22, 23], polycaprolactone (PCL) [24], polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) [25], polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [26], 
Nylon 66 [27], Nylon 6 [28], polyamide [29], polyurethane 
(PU) [30], polysulfone (PSU) [31], Poly (ethylene oxide) 
(PEO) [32], cellulose acetate [33], chitosan [34], and lignin 
[35].

Unwantedly, the moist warm condition inside a face mask 
could turn it into an appropriate breeding ground for various 
micro-organisms and expose the wearers to an extra hazard 
[36]. So, the mask could act as a two-edged sword, which 
intends to be a protective shield, but unfortunately, it could 
also increase the delivery of viruses to three main body 
entries. Therefore, there is an unmet need to upgrade this 
shield by utilizing antiviral agents to intensify the guard-
ing preparations. Among different functionalization agents, 
metal nanoparticles (NPs) can act as effective antiviral 
agents, which can cause disturbing viral replication or inhibit 
the receptor binding sites and block the entry of viruses into 
the cells [37].

There is also a favorable cellular interaction between 
metal NPs and biomolecules within and on the surface of 
the cells [38]. Moreover, they can be engineered to have 
specified binding properties, which enables them to target 
defined cells that enhance the therapeutic efficiency of the 
metal NPs [39].

Metal NPs like copper, gold, silver, iron, zinc, etc., and 
their oxides have demonstrated antiviral activity against a 
wide range of virus infections. However, a limited number 
of these NPs being processed for FDA approval since the 
administration of these NPs inside the host cells may cause 
toxicity and pose the risk of metal accumulation in the lungs 
[40, 41], and other organs [42, 43]. Therefore, it would be 
beneficial to use them as an exterior antiviral agent to pre-
vent respiratory diseases, especially COVID-19.

This review aims to introduce metal and metal oxide NPs 
and their mechanism of action against different viruses. 
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Besides, the effectiveness of various metal/metal oxide NPs 
is compared to find the most effective NPs against COVID-
19. The air filtration activity of electrospun nanofibers made 
of different biocompatible polymers is also explored. And 
finally, the most practical face mask based on the metal/
metal oxide NPs decorated electrospun nanofibers as an 
effective protector in the predicted everlasting COVID-19 
pandemic will be suggested.

Mechanistic Basis of Antiviral Actions 
of Metal NPs

It is believed that small-sized NPs demonstrate a brilliant 
antiviral activity in contrast with large NPs which have 
no antiviral properties [44]. This phenomenon has been 
reported to be related to the effect of local-field enhancement 
by NPs [45]. Due to this effect, the viral surface local field 

gradient can be intensified, which facilitates the adsorption 
of NPs on the viral surface as the most important factor in 
the antiviral effectivity of the NPs [46]. The virus binding 
to the receptors of the cell surface is the first stage in the 
viral infection process, followed by endocytic internalization 
of the virus particle [47]. The cellular attachment proteins 
and conformations of the viral envelope are the main factors 
that affect cell binding [48, 49] and membrane fusion [50] 
accordingly. Any conformational changing in these mol-
ecules can inhibit the virus binding [49–51]. Therefore, the 
main pharmacological mechanism of the small NPs against 
viruses is interfering with the viral attachment and entrance 
to the host cells. Moreover, it has been observed that smaller 
NPs with diameters below 6 nm have lower toxicity due to 
their easy clearance by renal execration, which takes away 
the accumulation-related problems [52, 53]. Concerning 
their antiviral properties, metal NPs can trigger pathways 
and cascades or modify the existing ones, whether inside 

Fig. 1  Different polymers utilized to produce electrospun nanofibrous filters
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the viral cell or the host. In general, we can categorize these 
pathways under the following main labels: oxidative stress, 
direct interference in viral morphology and replication cycle, 
and regulatory effect on inflammatory and other immuno-
logical responses of the host (Fig. 2).

The activity of a ribonucleic acid (RNA)-dependent 
RNA polymerase (RdRp) is vital for the replication of the 
viral genome of SARS-CoV-2, which includes a positive-
sense RNA [9]. In comparison to other metal ions, cupric 
ions  (Cu2+) demonstrated the greatest inhibition against 
the activity of RNA polymerase for more than 60% and 
blocked the activity of RdRP [54]. Another virucidal activ-
ity of copper is due to triggering the reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) pathway which leads to irreversible oxidative 
damage of capsid protein and surface spikes, viral mem-
brane, envelopes, viral genomic material, nucleic acids, 
and viral mitochondria that are all caused by the genera-
tion of hydrogen peroxide-derived radicals in the Fen-
ton reactions induced by copper [55, 56]. The reaction 
between  Cu+ and hydrogen peroxide  (H2O2) leads to the 
formation of copper-hydroperoxo complexes formed that 
can cause Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage [57]. 
Copper is also capable of damaging the nucleic acids by 
forming cross-links within and between strands of DNA 
that may contribute to helical structure disorders and DNA 
denaturation [58]. Another viral inactivation mechanism 
of  Cu+ is through the lipid peroxidation by the follow-
ing reactions:  Cu+  + LOOH ⟶  Cu2+  + LO· +  OH− and 

 Cu2+  + LOOH ⟶ LOO· +  H+ [59]. As the influenza virus 
envelope is mainly composed of lipids,  Cu+ can inactivate 
this group of viruses by oxidizing the lipids [56]. The free 
radicals that are generated through the redox signaling path-
way can also degrade viral proteins such as hemaggluti-
nin (HA), neuraminidase (NA), and protease [56]. Copper 
can also act as a booster of the immune response during 
inflammation and infectious events due to its stimulatory 
effect on ceruloplasmin expression and accordingly, inhibi-
tion of myeloperoxidase (MPO) [60]. The regulatory effect 
of copper in response to a viral-induced inflammation is 
stimulation of the antioxidant defensive system in which the 
pathways including p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases 
(MAPKs) and Nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB), activated by 
virus-induced ROS and accountable for the proinflamma-
tory response, are suppressed and as a result, the generation 
of adhesion molecules, cytokines and, chemokines related 
to inflammation will be decreased and thereby the host 
cells will be protected against oxidative injury [61]. Copper 
maintains the anti-viral defense of host cells by activation 
of autophagy and apoptosis as well [62]. The autophagy 
process for eliminating the infection initiated with convey-
ing viral particles for lysosomal break-down and proceeds 
by employing a receptor with inherent pattern recognition 
ability named Toll-like receptor (TLR)-7, and activation of 
Janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription 
proteins (JAK/STAT) signaling to organize a typical viral 
clearance mediated by type I interferon (IFN) [63].

Fig. 2  Schematic overview of the mechanism of antiviral actions of metal NPs on a model virus (SARS-CoV-2)
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Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) interact with double-
stranded viral DNA and inhibit viral DNA and RNA rep-
lication and inactivate virus particles before penetrat-
ing host cells, or by binding to viral particles, AuNPs are 
capable of impeding the connection between the virus and 
host cells’ receptors and as a result, inhibit the viral cycle 
onset. Adsorption of AuNPs on the surface of host cells 
can successfully block the viral penetration due to altera-
tion of membrane permeability potential [64]. The affin-
ity of AuNPs to bind with thiol and amine groups cause 
interactions leading to ROS generation and their releasing 
strongly correlated with the increase in membrane perme-
ability and can cause oxidative stress, lipid peroxidation in 
the cytoplasmic membrane, and ultimately pathogens’ death 
pathways [65]. AuNPs are capable of enhancing mucosal 
cellular immunity in BALB/c mice against H3N2 infection 
by promotion of the level of Immunoglobulin A (IgA) and 
Immunoglobulin G (IgG) that are viral specific, inducing 
IFN-γ- secretion which is antigen specific, proliferation of 
CD4 + cell and stimulating CD8 + T cell [66].

Zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnONPs) and  Zn2+ possess 
rather similar antiviral mechanism to other potent metal 
NPs including: impeding the entrance of the virus inside 
the host cell, suppressing of folding and processing of poly-
peptides, inactivation of protease and reverse transcriptase 
of the virus, blocking the replication process in full length 
genome expressing cells, disrupting RdRP activity in any or 
all stages of its function including template binding, initia-
tion or elongation either through direct binding or by acting 
as the rival of metallic ions required by RdRp [67], induc-
ing mitochondrial inherent apoptotic pathway triggered by 
ROS, as well as the signaling pathways leading to autophagy 
or programmed cell death (dependent on p53) [68], exert-
ing anti-inflammation responses via inhibiting the activity 
of kappa kinase (Iκκ) and NF-κB signaling, leading to fur-
ther downregulation of proinflammatory cytokines produc-
tion [69], activating the synthesis of immunostimulatory 
cytokines (IFN-α and IFN-γ) through (JAK/STAT) signal-
ing initiated in the immune cells which were infected by the 
virus, with the aim of expressing a vast number of antiviral 
genes, while inhibiting the binding of IFN-l3, a proinflam-
matory cytokine, to its receptor Interferon lambda receptor 
1 (IFNLR1) [70] and, activating antiapoptotic cascades by 
inhibition of caspases-3, -6 and -9 to protect host cells [71].

The first inhibitory mechanism of silver nanoparticles 
(AgNPs) that happens outside the viral cell is to bind the 
outer coat of the virus and interrupt the viral binding to 
the cell receptors. AgNPs and Ag+ ions can interact with 
viral cell structure and biomolecules and cause denatura-
tion of the functional proteins by altering the three-dimen-
sional (3D) structure of the proteins using interference with 
disulfide bonds and blockage of the active binding sites. 
The silver nanomaterials such as AgNPs, silver colloids, 

and silver nanowires are reported to show an inhibitory 
effect on the initiation of transmissible gastroenteritis virus 
(TGEV) infection by the mechanism of attaching to the spike 
(S) glycoproteins that are placed on the surface of the viral 
particle and altering them to diminish their ability of recog-
nition and binding to the host receptors [72]. Additionally, 
Ag+ ions can decrease DNA stability by electrostatic repul-
sion caused by similar polar charges and hybridizing helical 
structure of the DNA via breaking the base pairs’ hydrogen 
bonds in anti-parallel strands by intercalating between the 
purine and pyrimidine base pairs, changing its relaxed form 
to condensed that lastly restrain the replication process and 
gene transcription. Electrostatic repulsion is another way 
of disintegrating the structure of DNA by AgNPs because 
AgNPs and DNA possess the same polar charge [73].

As a result of AgNPs mediated ROS production, glu-
tathione (GSH) may be reduced to glutathione disulfide 
(GSSG), which contributes to activation of oxidative sign-
aling pathways, oxidative stress, and apoptosis [74]. On the 
other hand, modulation of superoxide dismutase, nicotina-
mide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH)-dependent 
flavoenzyme, catalase, and glutathione peroxidase function, 
as antioxidant ROS metabolizing enzymes, is another result 
of AgNPs induced generation of ROS [75, 76]. Silver sulfide 
 (Ag2S) nanoclusters are reported to inhibit RNA synthesis 
and viral budding and suppress coronavirus proliferation, 
which has been argued to be the result of interferon-stimu-
lated genes (ISG) proteins' function and cytokines that pro-
mote inflammation [77]. In influenza virus-infected lung 
tissue, AgNPs can block the autophagic response in epithe-
lial cells by downregulating the release of Chemokine (C–C 
motif) ligand 5 (CCL-5) and -IFN-β as two immunologically 
important cytokines, by inhibition of retinoic acid-inducible 
gene I (RIG-I) while activating the antibacterial responses 
in the host. AgNPs are also capable of disorganization of 
the mitochondrial structure and prevent Interferon Regula-
tory Factor 7 (IRF-7), an inhibitory factor for viral tran-
scription, from fluxing into the nucleus [78]. The previous 
report on the antiviral potency of AgNPs functionalized with 
polyethyleneimine (PEI) and antiviral small interfering RNA 
(siRNA) against Enterovirus 71 (EV71) showed that this Ag-
containing compound can successfully block the virus from 
infecting host cells with the mechanism of preventing DNA 
fragmentation, chromatin condensation, inhibition of viral-
induced ROS accumulation, and triggering protein kinase B 
(AKT) and p53 pathways, and facilitating viral cell apopto-
sis by activating an important mediator called caspase-3 that 
acts by decomposition of diverse cellular substrates, such as 
Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP). This Ag-containing 
antiviral compound also demonstrated inhibiting effect on 
EV71-induced apoptosis of Vero cells [79].

Outside of the viral cell, titanium dioxide nanoparticles 
 (TiO2NPs) may interact with the proteins of the viral capsid 
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such as the residues of alanine, glycine, and proline, and 
after that, they may trigger death pathways by destabiliza-
tion of the lysosomal membrane and peroxidation of viral 
lipids, cause disruption of mitochondrial function, inhibit the 
viral reproduction by attaching to the genome of the virus in 
conservative zones and finally, provoking signaling cascades 
related to oxidative stress, inflammation, cycle arrest and, 
apoptosis in the viral cell [80, 81].

Previous studies on human bronchial epithelial cells dem-
onstrated that Cerium dioxide nanoparticles  (CeO2NPs) are 
capable of increasing ROS generation, follow by a potent 
promotion of Nuclear Heme Oxygenase-1(HO-1) by acti-
vating p38-nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (p38-
Nrf-2) signaling [82].

Magnesium oxide nanoparticles (MgONPs) are reported 
to have potential utility for cancer management by creating 
ROS and lipid peroxidation in the liposomal membrane of 
the viral cells, which demonstrates the main deactivating 
mechanism of MgONPs against the viruses [83].

Selenium nanoparticles (SeNPs) are reported as prom-
ising antiviral agents that are usually used in the surface-
modified form by drugs against drug-resistant viruses such 
as H1N1 influenza. Surface modified SeNPs by arbidol, 
for instance, acted as a potent antiviral with the mecha-
nism of HA and NA inhibitory, blocking the generation 
of ROS (from 460 to 150%), impeding DNA fragmenta-
tion, chromatin condensation, and restraining the function 
of caspase-3 (from 435 to 210%), p53 pathway, mediated 
by ROS, and viral-induced AKT and MAPK signaling in 
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells [84]. In the case 
of using β-thujaplicin functionalized SeNPs, compared to 
β-thujaplicin alone, for treatment of H1N1 infected MDCK 
cells, 45% more cells survived. The mechanism of antiviral 
action was blocking chromatin condensation and DNA frag-
mentation, preventing MDCK cells from generating ROS, 
and mechanistically, triggering apoptosis with inhibition of 
AKT and p53 signaling [85].

Gallium (Ga) has similar characteristics to iron, but  Ga3+ 
cannot be reduced as  Fe3+ does, hence, in case of binding to 
Fe-specified sites in the enzyme structure, it will be defec-
tive. Besides, most of the proteins that need Fe to function 
properly cannot differentiate  Ga3+ from  Fe3+; therefore, the 
presence of Ga potentially disrupts all the pathways in bacte-
rial or viral cells that are dependent on Fe, leading to inhibi-
tion of their growth and ultimately, eliminating them [86].

A report on studying the impact of Iron (II, III) oxide nan-
oparticles  (Fe3O4NPs) on the immune system of four mam-
malian cells revealed that dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA)-
coated  Fe3O4 magnetic NPs activate comprehensive immune 
responses of two immunocytes like virus (Abelson murine 
leukemia virus-induced tumor (RAW264.7) and acute 
monocytic leukemia patient-derived human monocytic cell 
line (THP-1)), inducing the production of many kinds of 

cytokines and expressing ISGs, which are closely related to 
antivirus [87].

Application of Metal NPs as Antiviral Agents

Gold Nanoparticles (AuNPs)

Among metal-based NPs, AuNPs are being extensively 
explored due to their inertness and lower cytotoxicity [88, 
89]. The historical records demonstrated that medicinal 
preparations based on gold had been employed since 2500 
BC in China [90]. The primary applications of gold com-
pounds as drugs include their useful application in rheu-
matoid arthritis cases in the forms of myocrisin (sodium 
aurothiomalate), solganol (aurothioglucose), and auranofin 
[91].

In the modern world, Blough et al. have done the earli-
est trial (in 1989) of using gold for treatment of the most 
concerning viral infection at the time, human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV), and reported that aliphatic compounds 
which contain gold are capable of inhibition of reverse tran-
scriptase [92].

Among the different oxidation states of gold, the majority 
of formulations that have exhibited potent inhibition against 
HIV consist of gold (I) (+ 1 oxidation state). More thermo-
dynamic stability of gold (I) in comparison with gold (III) 
results in minimizing the toxic effect of gold (I), noting that 
reduction of gold (III) to gold (I) is feasible in most of the 
complexes [93].

The AuNPs are evaluated for application in formulat-
ing vaccines to be used in combination with recombinant S 
protein, with the aim of immunization, functioning as both 
antigen carrier and adjuvant causing an increase in the T 
cells (T lymphocyte and thymocyte) proliferation and activa-
tion of B cells (B lymphocyte) due to organizing antigens on 
the surface of the particles, with releasing immunoregula-
tory mediators such as cytokines and chemokines [2]. The 
coronavirus, for instance, binds to cellular receptors by S 
protein, which acts as a mediator in membrane fusion in the 
process of interring to the host cells, and because of that 
is an important choice to be targeted by the vaccines for 
neutralizing infection caused by a coronavirus which can be 
successfully done by employing AuNPs [94].

Pen ͂a-Gonza ́lez et al. placed peripheral sulfonate on the 
structure of carbosilane dendrons to stabilize AuNPs with a 
mean diameter of 2.4 nm and studied the anti-HIV effect of 
AuNPs and dendrons. The infection was quantified by per-
forming a luciferase-based assay on HeLa cell-derived TZM.
bl cells containing b-galactosidase and luciferase genes. The 
toxicity evaluations were carried out by 48 h exposure of 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) at 100 mg. 
 L−1 as a nontoxic concentration. The results indicated that 
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dendronized AuNPs possessed higher inhibitory effects on 
HIV-1 compared to dendrons [95].

Gianvincenzo et al. coated 2 nm AuNPs with 50% density 
of sulfate-ended ligands and assessed the inhibitory proper-
ties of NPs on HIV-1 infected human lymphocyte cell line 
(MT-2 cells) with a recombinant virus that carried reporter 
genes named Renilla. The results of viral replication assess-
ments after 48 h showed that by using nanomolar (2.6 µM 
and 1.3 µM) concentrations, NPs could bind to a glycopro-
tein (gp120) of the viral envelope and highly inhibited the 
infection of HIV in MT-2 cells [96].

Sekimukai et al. evaluated the capability of AuNPs with a 
diameter of 40 nm to act as an adjuvant to induce strong IgG 
responses to S protein in the case of SARS-CoV (Frankfurt 
1 strain) infection. They confirmed the immunogenicity of 
this nanoformulation by performing studies on subcutane-
ously immunized 6-week-old female mice with doses under 
1 µg (1 µg, 0.5 µg, 0.1 µg, or 0.05 µg) of AuNP-adjuvanted 
S protein and further histological tests based on the num-
bers of eosinophils counted in the mice’s lungs. The results 
demonstrated that the nanoformulation could induce an 
antigen-specific IgG response in the mouse model. But it 
was unsuccessful in inducing protective responses in the 
immune system, and after viral infection, caused limitations 
for eosinophilic infiltrations [2].

The acceptable anti-herpes simplex virus (HSV)-1 
efficacy of AuNPs capped with mercaptoethanesulfonate 
(Au-MES NPs) with a diameter of 2 nm considering their 
intrinsic nontoxicity, prove them to be interesting choices 
for topical application against the threat of microbes and 
numerous viruses. Bowman et al. published primal reports 
on employing a small molecule (mercaptobenzoic acid) 
coated with AuNPs as an efficient HIV-1 infection inhibitor 
with to investigate PBMCs [97]. A while after that, Baram-
Pinto et al. illustrated the ability of 4 nm-sized Au-MES NPs 
to imitate the function of heparan sulfate (HS) as a receptor 
placed on the surface of the cells. Based on their plaque-
reduction assay on infected African green monkey kidney 
(Vero) cells, Au-MES NPs could interfere with the process 
of viral binding and block the entrance of the virus to the 
host cells and spread this way from cell to cell which leads 
them to suggest this nanoformulation for using in prophy-
laxis and therapy of HSV-1 infection [98]. In another study, 
Cagno et al., used the same Au-MES NPs formulation and 
reported that these NPs possess virustatic function. They 
made efforts on changing the virustatic properties of these 
Au-based NPs to virucidal activity. For this purpose, the 
linkers were manipulated to achieve multivalent attachment, 
which could cause irreversible local distortion. Most viral 
attachment ligands (VALs) bear closely repeating generated 
units in the binding sites; hence, they are suitable for mul-
tivalent binding. As all the heparan sulfate proteoglycans-
mimicking NPs (HSPG-mimicking NPs), such as Au-MES 

NPs, provide short linkers to viral ligands, and consider-
ing that the sulfonate linkers have a relative rigidity, there-
fore the attachment would be provided to a few numbers of 
repeating VALs units which lead to a reversible and weak 
bind. Therefore, in this study the AuNPs were coated with 
undecanesulfonic acid (MUS)-containing ligands whose 
long and flexible linkers led to a strong multivalent attach-
ment and brought an irreversible virucidal efficacy. Their 
activity against HSV, human papillomavirus (HPV), res-
piratory syncytial virus (RSV), dengue, and lentivirus was 
proved by in vitro study. Moreover, their ex vivo and in vivo 
functions were observed in HSV-2-infected human cervico-
vaginal histocultures and RSV infected mice respectively 
[99].

Carja et  al. employed self-assembly to organize the 
AuNPs surface (with a diameter of 3.5 nm) by layered 
double hydroxide nanoparticles (AuNPs/LDHs) with low 
cytotoxicity for antiviral applications. The results of viral 
load quantification in hepatoma-derived HepG2.2.215 cells 
revealed the presence of sequestered hepatitis B virus (HBV) 
particles within the treated cells in the exposure of AuNPs/
LDHs, which indicates that AuNPs/LDHs hold significant 
potential to act as novel therapeutics for the treatment of 
HBV. There were also synergetic effects between the plas-
monic gold and the particular LDHs environment [100].

Lysenko et al. fabricated two formulations with AuNPs, 
employing silicon dioxide  (SiO2) as a shell for one of them 
and as a carrier for the other, which both had low toxicity 
and showed antiviral action against adenovirus in cellular 
evaluations on MDBK (Madin-Darby bovine kidney line) 
and Hep-2 (larynx epidermoid carcinoma) cells. Two tested 
groups of NPs demonstrated inhibitory behavior against 
adenovirus, but the levels of inhibition varied in two groups 
of NPs, and the second one in which 5–20 nm AuNPs placed 
on the surface of 50–200  nm-sized  SiO2NPs, inhibited 
90%–100% of the virus from reproduction in the concentra-
tion of  10–3 to 10 mg.  L−1 [64].

Vijayakumar et al. studied AuNPs stabilized with poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) for testing the in vitro toxicity and 
anti-HIV-1 effect and reported that AuNPs with  IC50 of 
(1.12 ± 0.05) ×  10−3 mg.L−1, had inhibitory activity against 
the proliferation of endothelial cells induced by Vascular 
Permeability Factor(VPF)/ Vascular Endothelial Growth 
Factor (VEGF165), which proved that they possess a great 
potential for therapeutic applications in cases of neoplastic 
disorders, chronic inflammations, rheumatoid arthritis and, 
pathological neovascularization [101].

Papp et al. functionalized AuNPs with sialic acid (SA)-
terminate glycerol dendron to study their inhibitory effect 
against Influenza A X31 virus. AuNPs were synthesized 
and tested in two sizes of 2 and 14 nm for determination 
of the antiviral properties in exposure to MDCK cells. 
Unlike AuNPs with a diameter of 2 nm, 14 nm AuNPs were 
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effective in nanomolarities and there is a significant depend-
ency between their effectiveness against the virus and nano-
particle diameter and distributing of molecules in the space. 
A similar trend was observed for sialylated AuNPs, proving 
their inhibitory effect against viral infection [102].

Tazaki et al. reported that the employment of rod-shaped 
AuNPs conjugation enhanced the adjuvanticity of polycyti-
dylic acid (poly (I: C) s) with a low molecular weight that 
is an adjuvant for HA vaccination against influenza via the 
intranasal route. Au nanorods increased the antiviral activity 
without causing inflammatory cytokine production in den-
dritic cells and application of them in a low dose (1 fmol) 
led to a reduction of viral replication in a nasal wash [103].

A summary of the abovementioned antiviral mechanisms 
of various Au-containing nanoformulations, such as AuNPs, 
Au nanorods, Au-MES NPs, and AuNP-adjuvanted S protein 
is depicted in Fig. 3.

Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles (ZnONPs)

The cellular evaluations followed by an in vivo study by 
Mishra et al. introduced that ZnO micro–nano-particles 
when capped with numerous nanosized spikes, act as imita-
tors of cell-induced filopodia, which targets the initial step 
of HSV-1 pathogenesis. Interestingly they have shown strong 
prophylactic activity against HSV-1 in infected Chinese 
hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells and zebrafish embryos as 

an animal model by putting the virions in a trap by making 
them disabled from entering into human corneal fibroblasts. 
The viral blocking was significantly observed in a concen-
tration of 100 mg.  L−1 of the ZnO-containing formulation. 
The inhibitory effect of the formulation against HSV-1 was 
highly enhanced as a result of the UV-light illumination 
treatment of the particles [104].

Ghaffari et al. demonstrated an interesting virucidal 
effect of ZnONPs and PEGylated ZnONPs sized from 20 
to 50 nm against the H1N1 influenza virus with inhibi-
tion rates of 52.2 and 94.6%, respectively. This investiga-
tion confirmed that surface PEGylation of NPs leads to 
enhancement of antiviral activity against this virus and 
also reduces the cell cytotoxicity in MDCK-cDNA of 
human 2,6-sialtransferase (SIAT1) cells. The results of 
in vitro experiments showed that the inhibitory effect of 
ZnONPs against the influenza virus is restricted to the 
stage after viral entry into the host cells [105].

The above results had been also proven by Tavakoli 
et al. that reported the inhibitory effect of 92% for PEG-
coated ZnONP sized 20–50 nm against HSV-1. Based on 
the results of cellular studies on infected Vero cells they 
also claimed that in the case of using these NPs 1 h after 
exposure to the virus, the highest anti-HSV-1 activity 
would be achievable [106].

In another study, ZnONPs were employed as a scaf-
fold for anchoring active moieties: hydroxyl group 

Fig. 3  Illustrative mechanism of the antiviral activity of various Au nanoformulations
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(H- ZnONPs), oleic acid (OA-ZnONPs), and chitosan (C- 
ZnONPs) for anti-HSV-1 applications. Results showed that 
surface-functionalized ZnONPs can successfully interfere 
with the entry of the virus into cells via targeting cellu-
lar receptors or neutralizing the virus. With this regard, 
for H- ZnONPs and OA-ZnONPs pretreated Vero cells, 
reduction of the viral infectivity in the order of 12.9% and 
7.7% was observed, while C- ZnONPs were ineffective. On 
the other hand, within a 24 h incubation, H- ZnONPs and 
C- ZnONPs exhibited greater time-dependent inhibition 
and completely inactivated HSV-1, while OA- ZnONPs 
showed the lowest reduction (15%) in the viral titer [107].

Antoine et al. provided evidence about prophylactic and 
therapeutic applications of flame transport synthesized zinc 
oxide tetrapod (ZnOTs) micro-nanostructures. Their studies 
on vaginal epithelial and HeLa cells declared that ZnOTs 
significantly block the entry and spreading of HSV-2 viri-
ons and neutralize them. They also showed that illuminating 
ZnOTs with UV light can enhance attaching and hence, the 
inhibition efficacy of ZnOTs [108].

Silver Nanoparticles (AgNPs)

AgNPs are the most popular particles possessing significant 
antiviral and antibacterial properties [109]. As was men-
tioned in the reported results of Gaikwad et al., the AgNPs 
with smaller sizes (4–13 nm) possess a more inhibitory 
effect [110]. They showed that in the case of employing 
AgNPs synthesized by fungi, a significant decline in the 

HSV-1/2 and human parainfluenza virus type 3 (HPIV-3) 
mediated infection levels can be obtained. However, AgNPs 
with larger diameters (about 50 nm), caused more cytotox-
icity than the smaller ones (about 10 nm) [111]. Different 
capping agents may also be used for AgNPs, like citrate, 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), PEG, etc., which increase the 
biocompatibility of NPs and preserve the ability of infec-
tivity reduction. On the other hand, the addition of those 
capping/coating agents may reduce the effectivity of AgNPs 
toward some types of viruses, for example, employing poly-
saccharide coating material, has an adverse effect on the 
antiviral property of AgNPs against Tacaribe virus (TCRV) 
and act as a protector for viral cell toward AgNPs induced 
toxicity [112].

Besides the effectivity of AgNPs in the early stages of 
viral infection, their anti-HIV activity in pre-infected Vero 
cells was reported to be potent. That’s probably because 
AgNPs inhibit the activity of HIV-1 after entering the host 
cell by disrupting viral protein functions or by direct attach-
ing to the RNA or DNA structure and reducing the rate of 
reverse transcription or pro-viral transcription [113]. Fur-
thermore, the direct attachment of AgNPs on the surface 
of the vaccinia virus (VACV) fusion complex is another 
potential mechanism of its antiviral effect [114]. Figure 4 
illustrates the potential mechanism of action in the use of 
AgNPs as an antiviral agent.

Lara et al. reported that PVP capped AgNPs with a diam-
eter of 30–50 nm inhibited the replication of HIV in MT-2 
cells and evaluation of the viral titer in the infected cervical 

Fig. 4  Potential mechanism of antiviral action in the use of AgNPs
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tissue after 48 h demonstrated that NPs in the concentra-
tion of 150 mg.  L−1 offered long-lasting protection against 
HIV without causing any cytotoxicity in the explants. It was 
claimed that the interaction of AgNPs with HIV glycopro-
teins placed on the surface of the virus, drastically limits the 
fusion ability and binding of HIV into the host cells [115].

Castro-Mayorga et al. studied the effectivity of AgNPs 
for inactivating feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine noro-
virus (MNV) as the main causes of viral gastroenteritis. It 
was conducted by employing PHBV3 (poly (3-hydroxybu-
tyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate)) films coated with electrospun 
PHBV18/AgNPs fiber mats to produce active biopolymers 
with antiviral effects, especially suitable for food preser-
vation and medical contact surfaces. AgNPs showed dose-
dependent effectiveness in decreasing FCV and MNV infec-
tivity on CRFK cells (ATCC CCL-94) and RAW 264.7 cells, 
respectively, and after 24 h exposure to PHBV18/AgNP 
coated PHBV3 films, no infectious FCV recovered from the 
samples and MNV titers declined by 0.86 logs. The highest 
antiviral activity was achieved by employing 7 ± 3 nm-sized 
AgNPs in the concentration of 21 mg.  L−1 [116].

Xiang et al. investigated the interaction of AgNPs with 
the H1N1 virus to introduce a creative clinical strategy dur-
ing the early dissemination stage of influenza virus infec-
tion. Both the immunofluorescence and NA inhibition assay 
showed an enhancement in shielding activity of 10 nm 
AgNPs against influenza virus for MDCK cells with no risk 
of cytotoxicity [117].

Mehrbod et al. determined the anti-H1N1 effectivity of 
AgNPs and also assessed the cytotoxicity of NPs consid-
ering a variety of temperatures employing Hemagglutina-
tion assay, reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-PCR), and DIF (Direct Immunofluorescent) methods, 
and found that AgNPs can destruct the virus membrane 
glycoprotein knobs and the cells, but they were completely 
non-toxic to MDCK cells of the host at a concentration up 
to 1 mg.  L−1. Besides, they claimed that treatments with 
AgNPs at a concentration of 0.5 mg.  L−1 were a successful 
way for reduction of the viral infectivity and partially limited 
the interaction of glycoprotein knobs and antibodies [118].

In another survey on the impact of size on the viral inhi-
bition of AgNPs, Sun et al. employed AgNPs conjugated 
with three different capping agents: PVP, a recombinant F 
protein from RSV (RF 412), and Bovine Serum Albumin 
(BSA) to study the inhibition of RSV infection in HEp-2 
cells. They reported that the PVP-coated AgNPs possess 
the ability of binding to the RSV surface based on a regular 
spatial arrangement, interact with G proteins, and distribute 
on the RSV envelope, and claimed that the small size (4 to 
8 nm) and uniformity of PVP-coated AgNPs in comparison 
with other forms, may cause the effectiveness of the bind-
ing. As a result, unlike the PVP-coated AgNPs with 44% 

inhibition, NPs which were coated by BSA or RF 412 failed 
to demonstrate any significant anti-RSV properties [119].

Lu et al. analyzed the ability of AgNPs to inhibit HBV 
replication in HepAD38 cells using different dimensions: 
10, 50, and 800 nm. AgNPs with a diameter of 800 nm were 
determined as highly toxic to consider antiviral while par-
ticles with a diameter of 10 nm and 50 nm demonstrated 
potent anti-HBV activities (80% in 10 nm and 92% in 50 nm) 
and minimum toxicity. They also compared the inhibitory 
effect of 10 nm AgNPs with 10 nm AuNPs and reported the 
significantly higher anti-HBV activity of AgNPs compared 
to AuNPs [111].

Lara et al. was another research group that confirmed 
the anti-HIV effectivity of AgNPs at the beginning of viral 
replication, their ability to disrupt the entrance of the virus, 
and their virucidal activity. They considered a panel of viral 
isolates and tested 30–50 nm-sized AgNPs against them 
reaching the result that IC50 of AgNPs (the concentration 
at which infectivity was inhibited by 50%) were placed in 
the domain between 440 and 910 mg.  L−1. They employed 
a human cervical tissue culture model to elucidate the anti-
HIV-1 activity of AgNPs only 1 min after the topical treat-
ment and this culture conserved its viral protection for 48 h, 
showing a long-lasting shielding effect of AgNPs. They 
claimed that AgNPs are a potent antiviral in the infections 
of both cell-free (clinical isolates, T and M tropic strains, 
laboratory strains, and resistant strains) and cell-associated 
viruses and still is a threat to HIV-1 after its entrance to the 
host cell [120].

Gaikwad et al. demonstrated the size-dependent interac-
tion of AgNPs with HSV-1 and 2 and HPIV-3. In this study, 
the effect of some physicochemical characteristics of NPs 
on their inhibitory activity was evaluated. They synthesized 
AgNPs using different fungi and claimed that the system of 
nanoparticle production has a direct impact on its antiviral 
activity. AgNPs produced by C. indicum and F. oxysporum 
demonstrated the most potent inhibition, especially against 
HSV-1 and HPIV-3. Regarding the diameter impact on viru-
cidal ability, they reported that F. oxysporum and Curvularia 
species-mediated AgNPs, with the diameter of 4–13 nm and 
5–23 nm, respectively, demonstrated the most potent inhibi-
tion (80%–90%) against HSV-1 and HPIV-3 and had lower 
cytotoxicity to Vero cells. In contrast, 7–20 nm AgNPs syn-
thesized by Alternaria and Phoma species, had less antiviral 
activity; so, smaller sized AgNPs were capable of inhibiting 
the viral replication. They also studied the zeta potential 
influence on antiviral effectivity. AgNPs synthesized by F. 
oxysporum and Curvularia species that were more stable 
(zeta potential =  − 32.9 mV and − 22.1 mV) were reported 
to be more effective antivirals. Although AgNPs produced 
by Alternaria and Phoma possess higher zeta potential, they 
are weaker antiviral agents because of their larger size [110].
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Elechiguerra and colleagues’ study on the mechanism of 
interaction between AgNPs and HIV-1, revealed the size-
dependent interaction and exclusive attachment of 1–10 nm-
sized AgNPs to HIV-1 and introduced the exposed sulfur-
containing parts of the glycoprotein knobs of HIV-1 as 
attractive interaction sites with AgNPs, which inhibit the 
virus from attaching to the MT-2 cells by preferential attach-
ment to the gp120 glycoprotein knobs. Elechiguerra et al. 
also observed different trends in HIV-1 inhibition that was 
because of using different capping agents in the preparation 
process. BSA- and PVP-coated NPs, were reported to show 
less inhibitory effect since the surface of the nanoparticle 
was directly bonded to the capping agents [121].

Mori et al. prepared Ag NP/chitosan formulations pos-
sessing an average diameter of 3.5, 6.5, and 12.9 nm, with 
anti-H1N1 activity in MDCK infected cells. Based on the 
test results of all the samples, anti-H1N1 activity enhanced 
in a dose-dependent manner with increasing AgNps con-
centration. They also observed a size-dependent form that 
AgNPs with smaller diameters were more potent antivirals 
[122].

Sreekanth et al. employed 5 to 15 nm-sized AgNPs syn-
thesized by the aqueous extract of Panax ginseng roots to 
investigate their virucidal effects on MDCK cells against 
the influenza-A virus. The results showed that AgNps were 
slightly antiviral with an inhibition rate of 5.31%, 4.18%, 
and 5.97% when used in certain amounts (0.005, 0.01, and 
0.15 M). In a concentration-dependent manner, by increas-
ing the amount of AgNPs (0.02 and 0.25 M) the inhibition of 
H1N1 reached 7.10% and 15.12%. The toxicity assessment 
of all tested samples demonstrated no threat to uninfected 
MDCK cells [123].

Huy et al. investigated the cytotoxicity and antiviral activ-
ity of pure AgNPs towards poliovirus. AgNPs were synthe-
sized by electrochemical method and had a quasi-spherical 
shape, sized around 7.1 nm, which is lesser than poliovirus 
particle size (25–30 nm) facilitating the mobility and free 
interaction of AgNPs to viral particles, impeding them to 
bind to host cells. After 48 h, poliovirus infected human 
rhabdomyosarcoma (RD) cells treated with 3.13 ppm of 
AgNPs demonstrated up to 98% viability and AgNPs suc-
cessfully defeated all poliovirus particles. Furthermore, it 
was reported that the electrochemical method produced less 
toxic AgNPs compared to the chemical method. Interest-
ingly, even by using 200 ppm of AgNPs, the figures for cell 
viability remained high: 90% at 24 h, 87% at 48 h, and 83% 
at 72 h [124].

The research plan of Baram-Pinto et al. was to design 
mercaptoethane sulfonate-capped AgNPs (Ag-MES) based 
on the well-known mechanism of the binding and entrance 
of HSV-1 into the host cells and the interaction of HS placed 
on the surface of the host cell with glycoproteins of HSV 
envelope. AgNPs, which had no toxic effects on the host 

cells, aim at the virus and act as a rival to bind with cellular 
HS, causing disruption of the viral passage and preventing 
the subsequent infection. The results of the plaque reduction 
test in Vero cells showed that HSV-1 was disabled in the 
presence of Ag- MES and that’s because of the multivalent 
nature of MES and its organized presence on the surface, 
which imitates HS of the host membrane and makes NPs 
interact with HSV-1 and prevent the infection. They also 
suggested using AgNP that contains numerous functional 
groups could be a potential way to inhibit more than one 
virus at a time [125].

Adenovirus type 3 (Ad3) was another target for test-
ing the antiviral effect of AgNPs. Chen et al. revealed that 
AgNPs with a diameter of about 11.4 nm exhibited remark-
able inhibition against Ad3 in vitro. Besides, in HeLa cells 
infected with AgNPs treated with Ad3 any cytopathic effect 
(CPE) was not visible. TEM images showed the morpho-
logic changes in Ad3 suggesting that AgNPs altered fiber 
and capsid proteins and disabled them to trigger endocytosis 
and the rest of the infection process steps [126].

Rogers et al. ran in vitro tests to evaluate the inhibitory 
influence of 10–80 nm AgNPs with (Ag-PS) or without 
polysaccharide coating to combat monkeypox virus (MPV) 
infection. Among the samples, Ag-PS-25 (polysaccharide-
coated, 25 nm) and Ag-NP-55 (non-coated, 55 nm) showed a 
significant dose-dependent influence on the mean number of 
plaque-forming units (PFU) and decreased them without any 
cytotoxicity to host cells. The 10 nm AgNPs restrained MPV 
infection, and the polysaccharide-coated AgNPs, 10 (AgPS-
10), 25 (Ag-PS-25), and 80 (Ag-PS-80) nm nanoparticles, 
and Ag-PS-10 successfully reduced MPV-induced plaque 
formation when using in 12.5 to 100 mg.  L−1. But finally, 
they announced 10 nm Ag-PS at all tested concentrations 
as the most potent anti-MPV agent causing a statistically 
significant decline in MPV plaque formation [127].

Speshock et  al. focused on evaluating the inhibitory 
effects of AgNPs against TCRV from the arenavirus family. 
This virus could be transmitted person-to-person by aero-
sols. This transmission mechanism is similar to COVID-19. 
Surprisingly in vitro test results demonstrated a significant 
decline in the TCRV RNA replication and promising infec-
tion control after treatment with AgNPs, as long as it is used 
within the first 2 to 4 h (early phases) of virus replication. 
Toxicity tests showed that uncoated 10 nm AgNPs were 
toxic to Vero cells in concentrations higher than 50 mg.  L−1 
but significantly successful in declining viral production at 
25 mg.  L−1, while polysaccharide-coated AgNPs at 100 mg. 
 L−1 were toxic to Vero cells, which is not a concern because 
50 mg.  L−1 is a perfect dose for total inhibition of TCRV rep-
lication. Therefore, the polysaccharide coating acted in favor 
and against the anti-TCRV efficacy of AgNPs while protect-
ing the host from the risk of AgNPs cytotoxicity, possibly 
impeding the interaction of Ag and virus particles [112].
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Xiang et al. investigated another virus from the influenza 
virus family. They studied the inhibitory effect of AgNPs on 
H3N2 infection and claimed that the anti-apoptosis influence 
of AgNPs on host cells in case of H3N2 infection was sig-
nificant. TEM photos of the H3N2 influenza viruses demon-
strated viral morphologic destruction of the virus structure 
in a time-dependent manner from 30 min to 2 h. The mini-
mum amount of AgNPs (12.5 mg.  L−1) caused a significant 
decline in HA activity compared to H3N2 control. Further-
more, the application AgNPs via the nasal route proved to 
be an effective treatment to enhance the post-infection sur-
vival rate in mice by restraining viral growth and pathologic 
lesions in the lungs [128].

Toxicity of AgNPs

Navarro et al. reported the negligible toxicity of AgNPs, 
being 7665 times less toxic than Ag ions [129]. Silver ions 
can endanger the cell membrane integrity by impairing the 
structure of the cell membrane. Furthermore, Ag ions tend 
to interact with thiol groups in the enzyme structure [130] 
and disturb the normal functioning of surface respiratory 
chain enzymes that are present in viral mitochondria [41]. 
Munger et al. evaluated the effect of AgNPs in the amount 
of 10 and 32 ppm in healthy humans and ran serum and 
urine tests to detect Ag contents. They concluded that oral 
administration of AgNPs in the abovementioned dosage had 
no adverse consequences such as morphological alterations 
in the heart, lungs, and abdominal organs clinical changes 
in human metabolic and hematologic characteristics or dis-
organizing pulmonary ROS, or pro-inflammatory cytokine 
generation in case of entering via inhalation [131]. However, 
the production of excess nitric oxide is an unwanted result of 
AgNPs mediated cytotoxicity in unsafe dosages.

Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles  (TiO2NPs)

Akhtar et al. investigated the antiviral efficiency of  TiO2 
nano-colloids with 8 nm-sized spherical particles, which 
were found to be highly stable based on the measured zeta 
potential value (40 mv). They demonstrated inhibitory 
properties against the Newcastle virus (NDV). Antiviral 
evaluations on embryonated chicken eggs revealed antiviral 
activity at a minimum dose of 6.25 mg.  L−1. Authors sug-
gested that the mechanism of anti-NDV action described as 
disrupting the viral envelop and spikes by causing protein 
and glycoprotein damage which leads to blockage of their 
attachment to the host cells that disables them from initiating 
infection [132].

Mazurkova et al. demonstrated the anti-influenza (H3N2) 
property of  TiO2NPs.  TiO2NPs with a diameter of about 
4–10 nm were obtained by  TiCl4 hydrolysis. MDCK cell cul-
ture was used for the viability test of the virus against the 

attained NPs. The obtained results demonstrated that  TiO2NPs 
expressed inactivation action on influenza virus in a concen-
tration of 2000 and 7000 mg.  L−1 only after 30 min incuba-
tion. Interestingly, this antiviral effect is not connected to the 
photocatalytic effects of these NPs. The authors also claimed 
that the disintegration of the virion due to the destruction of 
the lipoprotein membrane of the virus envelope by  TiO2NPs 
is the main mechanism of inactivation. They also proposed 
that inactivating action of  TiO2NPs toward the influenza 
virus is mainly based on the direct contact between NPs and 
viral particles.  TiO2NPs adhered to the external surface of 
the virus envelope only after 15 min of incubation making 
spinules glued together on the outer surface of the virus, lead-
ing to breaking the structure of the envelope. After 30 min, 
by increasing the level of annihilation, the virus envelope 
was fragmented and due to the penetration of contrasting 
substances into the virus vesicle, viral particles aggregated. 
The results revealed that  TiO2NPs were toxic for MDCK cell 
culture in the concentration above 7000 mg.  L−1 [133].

Cerium Dioxide Nanoparticles  (CeO2NPs)

Lokshyn et  al. studied the inhibitory effects of 2–3 nm 
diameter  CeO2NPs against influenza virus A/FM/1/47 
(H1N1) and HSV-2 at different concentrations of  CeO2 
preparation, which was varied from 1:20 to 1:1280 dilutions. 
They employed a colloidal chemical method to synthesize 
 CeO2NPs and the solution of  CeO2NPs by hydrolysis of 
cerium salts.

In the case of HSV-2, the virus was transferred into the 
culture of rabbit kidney cells (RK13) and the minimal inhibi-
tory concentration of NPs was established as 1:80, which 
had high virus inhibition (inhibitory activity (logID50 = 2). 
Similar experiments for the case of H1N1, which were per-
formed using the dog kidney cell culture (MDCK), demon-
strated that in 1:20 to 1:80 concentration, the best inhibi-
tory activity (logID50 = 4.0) was observed. The authors 
mentioned that the inhibitory properties of NPs depend on 
the shape, size, and concentration. However, the constitutive 
materials of NPs do not influence antiviral activity. They 
also claimed that local-field interaction of NPs and viruses 
result in a sharp decline in the infection levels. This inhibi-
tory mechanism of  CeO2NPs can be obtained without requir-
ing any surface modification by biomolecular covers. They 
also described the antiviral effect of AuNPs based on the 
above-mentioned process and explained the physical aspects 
of the mechanism of viral inhibition [134].

Magnesium Oxide Nanoparticles (MgONPs)

Motoike et al. reported the antiviral properties of MgO in 
the granular form mostly in the size range of about 100 to 
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300 nm. It was produced from heating a natural mineral 
named Dolomite. Antiviral tests were performed using 
embryonated specific-pathogen-free (SPF) hen’s egg and 
the heated Dolomite powder with a concentration of 0.025 
mass% in water. MgO and magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) 
powders with a purity of more than 98% were separately 
tested for antiviral activity. The partially hydrated MgO in 
comparison with fully hydrated Mg (OH)2 against Influenza 
virus (H5N3) considerably demonstrated a higher antiviral 
effect [135].

Koper et al. studied the antiviral properties of halogen-
ated nanocrystalline MgO (chlorinated MgO) powder with 
a crystallite size of 4 nm. It was reported that, in the con-
centration of 1000 mg.  L−1, chlorinated MgO completely 
inhibited MS2 bacteriophage, a surrogate of human entero-
virus, in only 5 min exposure to contaminated water [136].

Rafiei et al. investigated the effects of under 50 nm-sized 
MgONPs on the Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), a 
member of Picornaviridae, which causes an extremely trans-
missible disease in cloven-hoofed animals. The maximum 
non-cytotoxic concentration for MgONPs is up to 250 mg. 
 L−1. The results of the plaque reduction assay on Razi 
Bovine kidney (RBK) cell line revealed that MgONPs inter-
acted with FMDV particles that the concentrations above 
50 mg.  L−1 could significantly inactivate more than 90% 
of the viruses at the early stages of infection, but not after 
penetration. They also claimed that cell-free viruses were 
probably more sensitive to the MgONPs [137].

Selenium Nanoparticles (SeNPs)

Li et al. employed SeNPs with a diameter of 200 nm as both 
an antiviral agent and a carrier for oseltamivir (OTV) to 
conquer the constraint of drug-resistant viruses. OTV-loaded 
SeNPs, containing 0.125 mM of Se, exhibited enhanced 
ability to prevent H1N1 infection in MDCK cells. OTV-
loaded SeNPs use these mechanisms for inactivation of the 
viruses: inhibiting the action of HA and NA, blockage of 
chromatin condensation and DNA fragmentation, suppress-
ing ROS generation, and inducing p53 phosphorylation and 
Akt [138].

Lin et  al. designed a co-delivery system employing 
surface-decorated SeNPs with zanamivir (ZNV) to inhibit 
H1N1 infection. Morphological analysis showed that ZNV-
loaded SeNPs had a smaller average size (82 nm in compari-
son with 142 nm for SeNPs) and higher stability (zeta poten-
tial = − 24.5 mV for SeNPs enhanced to − 34.8 mV), which 
made them more proper antiviral agents. ZNV-loaded SeNPs 
interrupt viral binding and endocytosis by direct interaction 
with H1N1 viral capsid proteins. They investigated viral pro-
liferation by evaluating cytopathic influence and determina-
tion of the amount of viral nucleic acids by RT-PCR. Treat-
ment of host cells with ZNV-loaded SeNPs resulted in the 

regulation of caspase-3 and PARP protein as critical factors 
in the apoptosis process. Obtained results showed that ZNV 
modified SeNPs successfully inhibited H1N1 proliferation 
and a superior level of viability was observed in MDCK 
cells. Besides, the cellular assessments confirmed that ZNV-
loaded SeNPs were more potent in decreasing H1N1 levels 
in MDCK cells than ZNV alone [139].

Ramya et al. synthesized spherical shape SeNPs with 
the size range of 100–250 nm employing Streptomyces 
minutiscleroticus. In the extracellular process of synthesis 
by the mentioned bacterium, it was seen that the incuba-
tion time directly affects the size of the NPs. Their antivi-
ral activity was assessed against the dengue virus (DENV) 
type-1. Standard plaque assay was used for this evaluation 
and based on the obtained results, increasing in SeNPs dos-
age enhanced the antiviral activity. The optimum concen-
tration of SeNPs was 700 ppm, which demonstrated the 
sharpest reduction in viral growth [140]. Liu et al. prepared 
SeNPs with the particle size of 200 nm employing a chemi-
cal method using  Na2SeO3 solution and vitamin C as rea-
gents and through a cellular study proved that the presence 
of SeNPs with the concentration of 0.25 mM inhibited the 
H1N1-induced apoptosis and increased the survival rate of 
infected MDCK cells up to 82.5% [141].

SeNPs have the potential of being a part of protective 
and treatment strategies on the battlefield of viral infections. 
However, further laboratory and clinical studies are required 
for moving forward in this direction [142].

Gallium Nanoparticles (GaNPs)

Choi et  al. investigated the antiviral activity of GaNPs 
for controlling the simultaneous HIV and Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis infection by preloading monocyte-derived 
macrophage (MDM) with GaNPs. It was reported to have 
less toxicity and even enhance the activity and efficacy of 
existing therapies against HIV infection. They used mono-
cytes of healthy volunteers and synthesized GaNPs from 
gallium (III) meso-tetraphenylporphyrin and Poloxamer 407 
(P407) pluronic polymer with the method of high-pressure 
homogenization resulting in rod-like shape NPs with drug 
loading of up to 48%, which led to sustained release of drug 
in 15 days. MDMs that were treated with GaNPs showed 
reduced interleukin (IL)-6 and IL-8 production by modifying 
the macrophage signaling pathways and/or due to overcom-
ing Mycobacterium tuberculosis and HIV infection. GaNPs 
significantly inhibited the replication of both HIV and Myco-
bacterium tuberculosis with no toxicity against the MDMs 
in concentrations below 0.5 mM [143].

Narayanasamy et  al. presented another report on the 
validation of macrophage targeted long-acting Ga nano-
formulation against HIV-mycobacterium co-infection. The 
human monocytes were derived from HIV-1 and hepatitis 
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B seronegative volunteers employing leukapheresis. The 
synthesized GaNPs were rod shape and had an average size 
of 305 nm and can enter and stay in macrophages. GaNPs 
contained 48% of Ga tetraphenyl porphyrin whose sustained 
release ability for 15 days assured the possibility of their 
prolonged action. Gallium did not show cytotoxicity in the 
macrophage at concentrations up to 2 mM for up to 37 days 
[86]. There are several important enzymes in the structure 
of Mycobacterium tuberculosis that presence of Fe is a very 
crucial factor for their survival. They include catalases and 
superoxide dismutase, ribonucleotide reductase, and Fe-
containing cytochromes. Replacing Ga instead of Fe in 
their structure is the key to inhibition for the multi-targeted 
GaNPs. It provided inhibition in the growth of mycobac-
terium and HIV following single drug loading for up to 
15 days [144].

Iron(II, III) Oxide Nanoparticles  (Fe3O4 NPs)

Kumar et al. tested the inhibitory influence of glycine-coated 
 Fe3O4 NPs with a diameter of 10–15 nm to defeat pandemic 
influenza PR8-H1N1. They employed monkey African green 
kidney (MA104) cells for plaque inhibition test and RT-PCR 
for determination of antiviral activity based on the observed 
changes in RNA transcripts of H1N1 in a 24 h timeline. 
The results demonstrated a decline in viral RNA (for eight-
fold) after aspiration of H1N1 inoculums and incubation of 
infected media by addition of 2000 pg/L−1 of  Fe3O4 NPs 
for 72 h. The presence of only 7 pg of  Fe3O4 NPs made 
a ≈100-fold reduction in viral transcript 24 h after infec-
tion with PR8-H1N1 (at 1.0 multiplicity of infection). This 
high inhibitory ability could be related to the size-depend-
ent interaction between the virus and NPs. The molecular 
antiviral mechanism of  Fe3O4NPs might be the Iron oxide’s 
interaction with –SH groups of viral proteins and disrupting 
them [145].

Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that Fe is a key fac-
tor in the interactions of virus and host. There is a reciprocal 
interaction between iron and viruses like HIV, which needs 
chelatable Fe, as a vital component in the DNA phase of 
HIV replication to reach optimal efficiency [146].

Copper Nanoparticles (CuNPs)

Copper ions have been vastly investigated as viral inhibitory 
agents due to their capability of suppressing a wide spec-
trum of enveloped and non-enveloped viruses. Cuprous ions 
 (Cu+) act as a catalyst in a Fenton-like reaction, followed by 
ROS formation which can be the main cause of viral toxicity 
of copper ions [147]. For example, ROS demonstrated vigor-
ous antiviral influence on the influenza virus by disrupting 
the structure of functional proteins, such as HA and NA [56]. 

It takes only about 6 h for copper to inactivate  104 influenza 
A virus particles [148].  Cu2+, released from  CuSO4·5H2O, 
cannot generate hydroxyl radical (•OH), so certain nanofor-
mulations are needed for obtaining antiviral properties [56]. 
In this case, CuINPs are considered efficient virus inhibi-
tors because of their ability to continuously release  Cu+ 
ions. Due to their tendency for interacting with the cellular 
plasma membrane, nucleic acids, and proteins, copper ions 
have been considered toxic compounds to humans and most 
other living organisms [149].

Gledhill et al. suggested that copper can inhibit Coccoli-
thovirus by disrupting the lytic cycle with a transcriptional 
block. Thus, contributes to interfering with the synthesis of 
DNA that ultimately inactivates the virus [150].

Therefore, copper in its metallic forms, especially in 
the form of NPs, can be employed as an antiviral agent, 
releasing copper ions in a controlled way into the infected 
cell cultures that ultimately inactivate viruses by the above-
mentioned mechanisms [151].

Copper(I)Iodide Nanoparticles (CuINPs)

Fujimori et  al. planned research on the possibility of 
employing CuINPs with an average diameter of 160 nm 
as antiviral agents to inhibit the H1N1 virus infection. The 
plaque titration assay on MDCK cells upon incubation with 
CuINPs showed a decrease in the viral population in a dose-
dependent way and the concentration of IC50 after exposure 
to the virus for 60 min was about 17 ×  106 mg.  L−1.  Cu+ 
produces both·OH and  O2−, resulting in the disruption of 
the H1N1 proteins such as HA and NA. Modification of 
viral proteins by myeloperoxidase resulted in antiviral activ-
ity [152], which, was confirmed in this study by sodium 
dodecyl-sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) analysis. Moreover, the authors proposed CuI, a 
white color compound that is more stable to air and water in 
comparison with other cuprous halides. It is a suitable agent 
for viral invasion protection without altering the appearance 
and color of the products such as masks, filters, and protec-
tive clothing [56].

Shionoiri et al. tested the inhibitory effect of 100–400 nm-
sized CuINPs on FCV, which is non-enveloped and a well-
known reason for infectious gastroenteritis. The authors 
declared that the presence of CuINPs without using any 
reducing agents led to the prolonged release of  Cu+ ions 
in aqueous solutions, which increased gradually with time. 
The high surface and low diameter (160 nm) of these NPs 
contributed to the effective  Cu+ release. This monovalent 
copper ion might involve in ROS generation, including ⋅OH 
that leads to the oxidation of amino acids in the structure 
of proteins in the FCV capsid. The obtained results showed 
that after 60 min exposure of the infected cells to 1000 mg. 
 L−1 of CuINPs, which can release 3.6 μM  Cu+ ions, the 
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infectivity of FCV to Crandell-Rees feline kidney (CRFK) 
cells reduced for seven orders of magnitude [149].

Sucipto et al. examined the inhibitory influence of cop-
per (II) chloride dihydrate  (CuCl2.2H2O) on the replication 
of DENV-2 in African green monkey kidney cell culture. 
DENV-2 is a mosquito-borne arbovirus that acute systemic 
diseases are the main consequence of its invasion of the 
human body. The maximum inhibitory concentration (IC50) 
of  CuCl2.2H2O against DENV-2 was 0.13 mg.  L−1. Inhibi-
tion of viral replication enzymes like RNA polymerases and 
formation of the complex with RNA introduced as the prob-
able antiviral mechanism of  CuCl2.2H2O [153].

Copper (II) Oxide Nanoparticles (CuONPs)

Borkow et al. employed copper (II) oxide-impregnated poly-
propylene (PP) fiber as a mean of viral filtration in contami-
nated liquids. They designed round-shaped two-layer filters. 
The upper layer with a diameter of 5 cm and thickness of 
2 cm, consists of 500 mg nonwoven mesh made of 5%(wt/
wt) CuO, loaded into fibers of PP. The bottom layer had 
a thickness of 0.2 cm consisting of 100 mg of nonwoven 
fibers made of activated carbon to entrap released copper 
particulates and ions from the first layer during the process 
of filtration.

The filter was tested by passaging solutions that were 
contaminated by 12 different enveloped and non-enveloped 
viruses. The results showed a significant decline in the viral 
titers, ranging from 0.47  log10 to 4.6  log10, varying from one 
viral strain to another (Table 1).

As exhibited in Table 1, the reduction of viral titer was 
insignificant for Rhinovirus 2 (HGP), Punta Toro virus 
(Adames), Pichinde virus (AN 4763), and Vaccinia virus 
(WR), which demonstrate that there was no correlation 
between susceptibility of the virus to CuO and items such as 

family, being enveloped or not, or containing RNA or DNA 
genome because the mechanism of antiviral action is dam-
aging the key viral component, such as inactivating HIV-1 
protease as an essential protein for viral replication, during 
the process of filtration. The filtration tests also showed a 
reduction in the flow rate could lead to a further reduction 
in the viral infection level. In the case of HIV-1, flow rate 
decline (2.5-fold), contributed to achieving a 1.7-fold rise 
in neutralization. Preliminary data indicated that the CuO-
containing filters did not destroy the red blood cells and 
factor of coagulation in plasma [154].

A while after that, Borkow led another survey based 
on the former study to design a practical filtration system 
against HIV-1 transmittance via breastfeeding and infected 
blood donations. For achieving this purpose, culture media 
of HIV-1 spiked cells such as PBMCs, cMAGI, U937, MT2, 
and H9 + cell lines were placed in contact with CuO in the 
form of powder or CuO-loaded fibers or passed through fil-
ters made of the mentioned fibers. The levels of viral infec-
tion were determined in all of the mentioned treatments. The 
authors designed two-layered filters, including CuO powder 
in the upper layer and activated carbon for the second one 
that can absorb released CuO particles from the upper layer 
in the filtration process. However, the reduction of the flow 
rate was an unwanted outcome. To overcome this problem, 
they loaded the CuO particles on the PP fibers. The final 
filter was safe for the tested cells and successfully decreased 
the infection level by 99.9% in all samples: twelve wild-
types, drug-resistant clinical or laboratory, T-cell-tropic and 
macrophage-tropic, clade A, B, or C, HIV-1 isolates [155].

Inspired by this filtering system, Borkow et al. designed 
a facemask including three non-woven layers of CuO incor-
porated PP fibers as a respiratory protector against human 
influenza A virus (H1N1) and avian influenza virus (H9N2). 
The facemask was capable of filtrating more than 99.85% 

Table 1  Detailed information about tested viral titers and reduction by CuO-containing filters [149]

Virus (viral strain) Enveloped (N)/nonen-
veloped (NE)

Genome Cells used in assay Log10 reduction 
(mean ± SD)

P-value

Rhinovirus 2 (HGP) NE RNA HeLa Ohio-1 2 ± 1.7 0.2
Yellow fever virus (17D) E RNA Vero-76 1.1 ± 0.5  < 0.05
Influenza A virus (Panama/2007/99
H3N2)

E RNA MDCK 1.77 ± 0.87  < 0.001

Measles virus (Chicago) E RNA CV-1  ≥ 3.67  < 0.001
Respiratory syncytial Virus (A2) E RNA MA-104 1.5 ± 0.5  < 0.01
Parainfluenza virus 3 (14,702) E RNA MA-104 1.11 ± 0.5  < 0.05
Punta Toro virus (Adames) E RNA LLC-MK2 1.73 ± 1.55 0.09
Pichinde virus (AN 4763) E RNA BSC-1 1.7 ± 1.47 0.08
HIV-1 (IIIB) E RNA MT2 4.6 ± 0.6 0.001
Adenovirus type 1 (Ad-HIVluc) NE DNA cMAGI 2.2 ± 0.36 0.001
Cytomegalovirus (AD169) E DNA Fibroblasts 4.3 ± 0.26  < 0.001
Vaccinia virus (WR) E DNA Vero-76 0.47 ± 0.45 0.095
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of aerosolized viruses under breathing conditions (28.3 
L.min−1) and demonstrated biocidal effects on the remaining 
viral particles in the mask without altering the physical bar-
rier properties. Thirty minutes after passing the aerosolized 
viruses through the mask, no viral titer of H1N1 and H9N2 
were recovered from the CuO-loaded face masks, while 
about ordinary masks, 4.67 ± 1.35  log10 50% tissue culture 
infective doses  (TCID50) and 5.03 ± 0.54  log10TCID50 infec-
tious titers were recovered for H1N1 and H9N2, respectively.

Under simulated breathing conditions, copper elu-
tion to the air from the CuO-loaded masks in 5  h was 
0.467 ± 0.47 pg, which was >  105 folds below the reference 
range of respiratory copper permissible exposure limit. And 
in the worst possible condition, if the facemask is soaked 
in saliva, the amount of copper elution would be 7.24 mg.
h−1, significantly lower than the reference level of oral expo-
sure for a 50 kg weighted person (20.8 mg.h−1). Besides, the 
incorporation of 2.2% CuO in the outer layers of the masks 
didn’t sensitize or irritate the animal skin model [156].

Hang et  al. explored the antiviral inf luence of 
45.4 ± 6.8  nm-sized CuONPs on the Hepatitis C Virus 
(HCV) using Huh7 cells (Huh7 CD81 −) in the cellular 
culture. The results demonstrated that at non-toxic concen-
trations (≤ 16 mg.  L−1) CuONPs had inactivating ability 
against HCV and can block the virus in the stages of bind-
ing and entry but did not show any significant inhibitory 
effect on infectious viral particles in HCV cell culture and 
also were not able to reduce the level of HCV genome in the 
subgenomic replicon cells [157].

Yugandhar et al. synthesized 2–69 nm-sized CuONPs 
using Syzygium alternifolium fruit extract and employed 
them as a viral inhibitory agent against Newcastle Disease 
Virus (NDV). The efficacy of CuONPs examined by the 
hemagglutination (HA) test and embryonic development 
and viability of 0-day laid eggs treated with NDV were con-
tinuously observed for 96 h. The results of in ovo-antiviral 
activity tests demonstrated that CuONPs had significant anti-
viral activity against NDV in the concentrations of 100 mg. 
 L−1 [158].

Tavakoli et al. examined the antiviral effects of CuONPs 
on HSV-1 infection. The presence of HSV-1 infected African 
green monkey kidney cells exposed to the non-toxic dosage 
(100 mg.  L−1) of 40 nm-sized CuONPs resulted in a 2.8 
log10 TCID50 decline in viral concentration (83.3%) com-
pared with viral control (P < 0.0001). The enhancement of 
CuONPs concentration to 140 mg.  L−1, led to the reduction 
of the cell viability to 63.07%. The authors suggested that 
disorganizing capsid integrity and disruption of the HSV-1 
genome due to the presence of CuONPs could be the pos-
sible antiviral mechanism of action [159].

Toxicity of CuONPs Exceeding the intake of CuNPs, through 
the means like ingestion or inhalation may have toxic effects 

in different parts of the human body, like the respiratory 
tract, gastrointestinal tract, and other tissues [160], which 
is more serious in the case of using NPs than microparti-
cles, because the penetration of NPs is easier through the 
skin or by means of inhalation and ingestion [161] which 
contributes to pathological damage to liver, kidney, spleen 
and even central nervous system [43], especially in higher 
concentrations and smaller nano-sizes. Based on an in vivo 
toxicity assessment on mice, the median lethal dose  (LD50) 
for oral gavage exposure of CuNPs with the size of 23.5 nm, 
microparticles sized 17 µm and,  Cu2+ ions with the approxi-
mate size of 0.072 nm emitted from  (CuCl2·2H2O) reported 
to be 413, > 5,000 and 110 mg/kg body weight, respectively. 
Considering Hodge and Sterner Scale, the toxicity of copper 
in both forms of nanoparticle or ion was in class 3 (moder-
ately toxic), and for micro-copper was in class 5 (practically 
non-toxic) [160].

The toxicity of CuONPs in lung tissues, which occurs by 
the inhalation route is one of the most significant concerns 
in human safety. Even in the case of intravenous injection, 
it was observed that CuO was mostly localized in the lung 
and spleen [42].

There have been some in vitro and in vivo surveys so far, 
to investigate the mechanisms of CuONPs’ adverse effects, 
especially on the human lung cells. Before beginning tox-
icity surveys, physicochemical properties of NPs such as 
morphology, size, crystal structure, surface chemistry, and 
purity, should be properly characterized.

In vitro studies have indicated that CuONPs, mostly in 
the size of 20–50 nm, are capable to induce cytotoxicity 
through autophagy [162], genotoxicity [163, 164], DNA 
damage, and alteration in the expression of specific genes 
[165–170], ROS-mediated apoptosis [165–167] and oxida-
tive stress [55, 164, 171, 172] in respiratory system cells.

Sun et al. reported that the toxicity of CuONPs to human 
lung epithelial A549 cells is more than other popular metal 
oxide NPs and carbon NPs and nanotubes [162].

Although the association between the release of Cu ions 
from the structure of CuNPs has been reported before [169, 
171], some other investigations demonstrated that the dis-
solved portion of Cu ions is insufficient for triggering the 
cytotoxicity reactions and suggested that in case of using 
CuO, the toxicity is mostly caused by the exposure of cells 
to CuO rather than released Cu ions from the NPs’ structure 
[166]. In some cases, the contribution of dissolved Cu ions 
was less than 50% of the total observed cytotoxicity [167, 
170].

In vivo studies on male wistar albino rats demonstrated 
that after CuO NP exposure, the number of antioxidant 
enzymes including superoxide dismutase and catalase was 
lower in lung tissue homogenate and histopathological tests 
showed the formation of fibrosis and granuloma in rat lungs 
[40].
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Cho et  al. observed acute and chronic inflammatory 
responses in female wistar rats, 24 h and 4 weeks after 
Intratracheal instillation of under 50 nm CuONPs [173].

Intratracheal instillation of 0.5 mg/rat of 33 nm CuONPs, 
induced neoplastic lesions in F344 male rats [174]. The 
same rats demonstrated a severe inflammatory response after 
treatment with a dose of 2 mg/rat of the 33 nm CuONPs 
for 28 days [175]. Further investigations are required to 
study the in vivo responses in lung tissue after inhalation 
of CuONPs.

Other Copper Containing Formulations

In one of the trials with the aim of suppressing HSV-1, 
Sagripanti et al. used a combination of Cu (II) and ascorbate. 
The results showed that treating HSV-infected African green 
monkey kidney cells with Cu (II) and ascorbate reduced 
HSV-1 plaque formation to less than 0.006% of the initial 
viral population while maintaining 30% viability for the host 
cells. The authors suggested that the mechanism of inacti-
vation of HSV using copper is similar to copper-mediated 
DNA damage. Despite the observed antiviral effects, con-
sidering the reported 70% cellular cytotoxicity, the antiviral 
effect of this formulation against HSV is not acceptable and 
requires modifications [176].

Miyamoto et al. examined the anti-influenza effect of thu-
japlicin–copper chelates. Thujaplicin is a chemical extract 
from the wood-heart of the cedar tree and the combination 
of its isomers with other metal chelates like iron and mag-
nesium was tested separately against the different types of 
influenza virus such as H1N1, H2N2, and H3N2. The results 
indicated that thujaplicin–copper chelates with the minimum 
effective concentration of 5 mM, had an inhibitory effect on 
influenza-induced apoptosis in MDCK cells. This property 
was independent of the subtype or types of the influenza 
virus and could occur 2 to 4 h after infection. Other metal 
chelates did not show any inhibitory effect against the men-
tioned types of the virus [177].

Borkow et al. suggested the application of copper, as an 
effective metallic agent with antiviral properties against a 
vast majority of viruses, in the structure of antiviral gloves 
and filters using Latex and fibers impregnated with copper 
for prevention of transmission and deactivation of HIV-1. 
They also determined the skin-sensitizing properties of these 
products by irritation tests on guinea pig and rabbit skin 
[178].

Imai et al. incorporated 0.5 g.m−2  Cu2+ ions in a cot-
ton textile (CuZeo-textile) to determine the capability of 
this compound to inhibit influenza virus H5 subtypes. They 
employed RT-PCR to detect the virus genes and embryo-
nated chicken eggs for histopathological and immunohis-
tochemical examinations on vascular endothelial cells of 
the heart, liver, lung, brain, spleen, and kidney. The results 

demonstrated the effective inactivation of extremely patho-
genic H5N1 and minor pathogenic H5N3 subtypes in MDCK 
cells exposed to CuZeo-textile even in case of a brief incu-
bation time. All the CuZeo-textile treated embryos inocu-
lated with Ck/Yamaguchi/7/04 AF virus survived during the 
observation period and no noteworthy histological lesions 
were detected in embryos (whether dead or alive) and no 
antigens were observed in surviving embryos treated on the 
CuZeo-textile. It is well known that the presence of certain 
compounds like feces or mucosal secretions enhances the 
resistance of the virus to the physicochemical agents. Sur-
prisingly, even with fetal bovine serum (FBS) and feces in 
the media, CuZeo-textile demonstrated a fast and intensified 
inhibitory impact on H5N1. Such properties will be help-
ful in actual applications and guarantee the applicability of 
CuZeo-textile in comprehensive healthcare items including 
protective masks, clothes, and gloves [179].

Bleichert et al. examined the intrinsic ability of the cop-
per surface to inactivate viruses by testing MPV and VACV. 
They employed African green monkey kidney cells for all 
viral experiments. The results showed that in the presence of 
copper the VACV as well as extremely pathogenic MPXV 
were killed in less than 3 min(termed as contact-killing). On 
the contrary, stainless-steel surface contributed to a small 
decrease in viable viruses even after 30 min exposure [180].

Previous studies reported that copper surfaces are capable 
of inactivating a variety of human viruses e.g., influenza A 
and Norovirus [148, 181].

The contact-killing of viruses employing nanocopper 
surfaces is more efficient than conventional copper. There-
fore, Sundberg et al. used the cold spray method to design 
a surface by depositing nanocopper powder on aluminum 
substrates. High cold spray velocity (600–1000  m.s−1) 
impact on the copper powder leads to the formation of a 
low porosity coating (< 1%). The viral test results on MDCK 
cells demonstrated that nanocopper reduced 99.3% of the 
influenza A virus titer. The authors also suggested that the 
roughness of the copper surface can contribute to enhancing 
the contact-killing ability of nanocopper against influenza 
A [182].

Gordon et al., with the aim of finding a more effective 
inactivating method against amantadine-resistant S31N M2 
mutation of influenza A, examined the possibility of block-
age of the M2 channels of this virus by copper complexes. 
The results demonstrated that copper in the form of  Cu2+ 
made tight binding and adhered to M2 channels. So, the 
copper complexes, while reducing the cytotoxicity of  Cu2+ 
by about tenfold, could significantly decrease the infection of 
MDCK cells that were infected with three IAV strains, two 
of which were amantadine-insensitive and the other one was 
amantadine-sensitive [183].

To conclude this session, it would be helpful to con-
sider an investigation by Sunada et al. They have done a 
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comparative study about the antiviral properties of the solid-
state copper-containing compounds such as cuprous and 
cupric chloride, oxide, and sulfide particles. The obtained 
results showed that cuprous compounds such as Copper(I) 
oxide  (Cu2O) with the diameter of 0.5–5 µm, 4–95 µm 
sized  Cu2S, CuCl and CuI (size was not mentioned) have 
demonstrated a much higher reduction in the titers of bacte-
riophage Qẞ  (log10(N/N0) = − 5.8, − 4.6, − 6.6, and − 6.0, 
respectively) in comparison with cupric compounds. There-
fore, solid-state cuprous compounds had an extremely potent 
inhibitory influence, whereas cupric compounds exhibited 
mild inhibition. The mentioned results introduced the oxida-
tion states as the major factor leading to a large difference in 
the antiviral activity of copper compounds regardless if they 
are oxides, sulfides, or halides. The authors also suggested 
that the deactivation of viruses by solid-state compounds is 
predominantly triggered by the direct contact of the virus 
and the surface of copper-containing compounds, which 
leads to denaturation or degradation of biomolecules like 
viral proteins, leading to their suppression. They employed 
enzyme activity measurement for alkaline phosphatase as a 
model enzyme to examine the denaturation of proteins. The 
results showed that the adsorption and denaturation abilities 
of  Cu2O were extremely more than CuO. So,  Cu2O adsorbed 
and denatured more proteins than CuO, which contributed 
to the higher antiviral activity of  Cu2O, which approved the 
above-mentioned results. They also reported that ROS and 
leached copper ions from  Cu2O and other cuprous com-
pounds didn’t contribute to their antiviral activity, which is 
in contradiction with the findings of the above-mentioned 
essays [184]. Table 2 shows a comprehensive list of antiviral 
properties for most extensively used metal and metal oxide 
NPs.

Polymers with Intrinsic Antiviral Property

Natural Polymers

Alginate

Some of the natural polymers have strong intrinsic inhibi-
tory activity against viruses, such as alginate, which based 
on the report by Yoh Sano is capable of inhibiting tobacco 
mosaic virus (TMV) infection in this plant and the strength 
of inhibitory effect relates to the stiffness of polymer chain 
of alginate. Sano also reported that the addition of alginate 
led to forming large aggregates of TMV. The antiviral activ-
ity of this natural polymer is probably because of blocking 
the decapsulation process in the proteins of the membrane 
surface and compromising the structure of TMV cells [187].

Chitosan

Chitosan (deacetylated chitin) is another natural polymer 
with unique biological activities such as the ability to pre-
vent viral infection in plants and animal cells and even inhi-
bition of phage infection in infected microbial cultures. This 
polymer has also been widely used as a promising carrier 
in drug delivery [188, 189]. Amending the natural chemi-
cal characteristics of the chitosan molecule and modifica-
tion of its physicochemical properties including the positive 
charge, the mean polymerization degree, and the degree of 
N-deacetylation have a strong impact on its antiviral activity.

Chitosan stimulates the functional performance of the 
auxiliary cells such as macrophages and granulocytes, which 
involve in immune responses by releasing related mediators 
like IL-1 that led to triggering the T-helpers’ proliferation. 
The abovementioned process as well as the ability of chi-
tosan and chitin to induce the synthesis of interferon, which 
is known for the prevention of virus replication by the dete-
rioration of the translation ability of the genomic RNAs or 
early viral mRNAs [190], are crucial in inhibition of virus-
mediated infection of the cells (Fig. 5).

The interaction of chitosan with the surface of cells is 
partly similar to the observed process during the interac-
tion of chitosan and plant plasma membrane, which leads 
to increasing the permeability of cell membrane and non-
specific binding of polycationic chitosan molecules ulti-
mately causing destruction of the cell membrane. Although 
chitosan and its derivatives are capable of viral inhibition 
in the various biological systems, the mechanism of ret-
roviral suppression in animal cells by anionic chitosan is 
different from the mode of action of polycationic chitosan 
molecules for inhibition of viral infection in plants and 
phages [191].

Chitosan can accelerate the induction stage of immune 
responses, for example, in mice, the generation of certain 
antibodies (IgA and IgG) stimulated by chitosan along 
with purified HA and NA, directly increase the local and 
systemic immune responses (Fig. 5) to influenza virus 
type A (Texas H1N1) and B (Panama) [192]. Besides, 
sulfated derivatives of chitosan have the specific ability of 
replication inhibition of retroviruses, such as N-carboxy-
methyl chitosan-N, O-sulfate that act as an inhibitor in the 
process of virus-specific proteins synthesis by blocking 
the interactions of glycoprotein receptors in viral coat 
and impedes the replication of HIV-1 by the competitive 
suppression of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase in a culture 
of T-cells and Rausher murine leukemia virus in mouse 
fibroblasts culture. Interestingly, no cytotoxicity caused 
by this chitosan derivative was not observed in these cell 
cultures [193].
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Table 2  Summary of the literature review on antiviral properties of metal and metal oxide NPs

Antiviral agent Average size (nm) Characteristics of NPs Virus Type of the study References

AuNPs 2.4 Stabilized in carbosilane 
dendrons

HIV-1 Cellular [95]

AuNPs 2 Coated with sulfate-ended 
ligands

HIV-1 Cellular [96]

AuNPs 40 Coated with Bis(p-sul-
fonatophenyl) phe-
nylphosphine dihydrate 
dipotassium salt (BSPP)

SARS-CoV In vivo  [2]

AuNPs 2 Capped with mercaptoe-
thanesulfonate

HIV-1 Cellular [97]

AuNPs 4 Capped with mercaptoe-
thanesulfonate

HSV-1 Cellular [98]

AuNPs 15 Capped with mercaptoe-
thanesulfonate

HSV, HPV, RSV, dengue 
and lenti virus

In vitro [98]

AuNPs 3.5 Assembled on the layered 
double hydroxide nano-
particles’ surface

HBV Cellular [100]

AuNPs 5–20 Coated with  SiO2 shell 
and placed on the 
50–200 nm sized  SiO2 
NPs as a carrier

Adenovirus Cellular [64]

AuNPs 17 Stabilized with polyethyl-
ene glycol

HIV-1 Cellular [185]

AuNPs 2 and 14 Functionalized with sialic 
acid (SA)-terminate 
glycerol dendron

Influenza A Cellular [102]

ZnO inter connected 
micro-nano structures

Thickness
of 100–500 and length of 

1000–5000

Capped with multiple 
nanoscopic spikes

HSV-1 Cellular and
in vivo

[104]

ZnONPs 20–50 Naked and/or coated with 
polyethylene glycol

Influenza H1N1 In vitro [105]

ZnONPs 20–50 Coated with polyethylene 
glycol

HSV-1 Cellular [106]

ZnONPs 5 and 7 NPs were used as scaf-
folds for Hydroxyl 
group, oleic acid and, 
chitosan

HSV-1 In vitro [107]

ZnO tetrapod micro-nano 
structures

Thickness
of 200–1000 of and 

length of 5000–30,000

Structured with Polyvinyl 
Butyrol

HSV-2 Cellular [108]

AgNPs 30–50 Capped with poly 
(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone)

HIV-1 Cellular [115]

AgNPs 7 ± 3 Incorporated in PHBV18 
electrospun fibers

FCV and MNV Cellular [116]

AgNPs 10 – Influenza H1N1 Cellular [117]
AgNPs – – Influenza H1N1 In vitro [118]
AgNPs 4–8 Conjugated with: PVP, 

BSA and, a recombinant 
F protein

RSV In vitro [186]

AgNPs 10, 50, and 800 nm – HBV Cellular [111]
AgNPs 30–50 – HIV-1 In vitro [120]
AgNPs 4–13

5–23
7–20

Synthesized by different 
groups of fungi

HSV-1 and HPIV-3 In vitro [110]

AgNPs 3.5, 6.5 and, 12.9 Prepared in the form of 
composite with chitosan

Influenza H1N1 Cellular [122]
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Table 2  (continued)

Antiviral agent Average size (nm) Characteristics of NPs Virus Type of the study References

AgNPs 1–10 Coated with BSA and/
or PVP

HIV-1 Cellular [121]

AgNPs 5–15 Synthesized by using 
Panax ginseng roots 
extract

Influenza A Cellular [123]

AgNPs 7.1 Electrochemically synthe-
sized in the presence of 
trisodium citrate

Poliovirus type 1 Cellular [124]

AgNPs 4 ± 1 Capped with mercaptoe-
thane sulfonate

HSV-1 Cellular [125]

AgNPs 11.4 – Adenovirus type 3 In vitro [126]
AgNPs 10,25,

55,80
Naked and/or coated with 

polysaccharide coating
MPV In vitro [127]

AgNPs 10 Naked and/or coated with 
polysaccharide coating

Tacaribe virus In vitro [112]

AgNPs 9.5 – Influenza
H3N2

In vitro and in vivo [128]

TiO2NPs 8 – NDV In vitro [132]
TiO2NPs 4–10 Synthesized by hydrolysis 

of  TiCl4
Influenza
H3N2

Cellular [133]

CeO2NPs 2–3 – Influenza H1N1 and 
HSV-2

Cellular [134]

MgONPs 100–300 Synthesized by thermal 
decomposition of Dolo-
mite powder

Influenza
H5N3

In vitro [135]

MgONPs 4 With nanocrystalline 
structure in the com-
plexed form of chlorin-
ated MgO

Human enterovirus In vitro [136]

MgONPs 40 – FMDV Cellular [137]
SeNPs 200 NPs carry oseltamivir Influenza H1N1 In vitro [138]
SeNPs 82 surface-decorated with 

zanamivir
Influenza H1N1 In vitro [139]

SeNPs 100–250 Synthesized by Strepto-
myces minutiscleroticus

DENV-1- In vitro [140]

GaNPs – Synthesized by high-pres-
sure homogenization 
technique from gallium 
(III) meso-tetraphenyl-
porphyrin and P407 
pluronic polymer

HIV and Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis coinfection

In vitro [143]

GaNPs 305 Synthesized by high-pres-
sure homogenization 
technique from gallium 
(III) meso-tetraphenyl-
porphyrin and P407 
pluronic polymer

HIV and Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis coinfection

In vitro [144]

Fe3O4NPs 10–15 Coated with glycine Influenza H1N1 In vitro [145]
CuINPs 160 – Influenza H1N1 In vitro [56]
CuINPs 100–400 – FCV In vitro [149]
Copper (II) chloride 

Dihydrate
– – DENV-2 Cellular [153]

CuO particles – Loaded in the structure 
polypropylene fibers

HIV-1, RSV, Adenovirus 
type-1, Influenza

H3N2, Cytomegalovirus, 
Parainfluenza virus 3

Cellular [154]
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Marine‑Based Polymers

Recently, a vast majority of bioactive extracts that belong to 
marine-based polymers have been known to possess antiviral 
activity, especially against HIV-1. Brown algae are one of 
the potential sources of these anti-HIV-1 agents, for exam-
ple, contain a high concentration of phlorotannins, which are 
bioactive polymers from phloroglucinol (1,3,5-trihydroxy-
benzene) units and reported to demonstrate anti-HIV activity 

along with 8,8’-bieckol and 8,4’’’-dieckol by suppressing 
protease and reverse transcriptase of HIV-1 [194].

Marine algae, as the main source of sulfated polysaccha-
rides (SPs), are known as the potent replication inhibitor 
to enveloped viruses such as rhabdovirus, arenavirus, fla-
vivirus, herpesvirus families, togavirus, and orthopoxvirus 
[195]. SPs might also inhibit the viral attachment to the 
target cell surface molecules. In vitro evaluations of the 
protective effects of sulfated glucuronogalactan, another 

Table 2  (continued)

Antiviral agent Average size (nm) Characteristics of NPs Virus Type of the study References

CuO particles – Loaded in the structure 
polypropylene fibers

HIV-1 Cellular [155]

CuO particles – Loaded in the structure 
polypropylene fibers

Influenza H1N1 and 
H9N2

In vitro [156]

CuONPs 45.4 ± 6.8 – HCV Cellular [157]
CuONPs 2–69 Synthesized by using 

Syzygium alternifolium 
fruit extract

NDV In vivo [158]

CuONPs 40 – HSV-1 Cellular [159]
Cu (II) – In combination with 

ascorbate
HSV-1 Cellular [176]

Copper – Chelated with thujaplicin Influenza H1N1, H2N2, 
and H3N2

Cellular [177]

Copper – Loaded in cotton fibers, 
latex, or polyester

HIV-1 In vitro [178]

Cu (II) – Loaded in zeolite and 
incorporated into cotton 
textiles

Influenza H5N1 and 
H5N3

Cellular [179]

Copper coupons – – MPXV and VACV Cellular [180]
Nano copper surface 25,000 – Influenza A In vitro [182]
Copper complexes – Cu(cyclooctylamineimino

diacetate) and  Cucl2

Influenza A Cellular [183]

Cuprous compounds 500–5,000
4,000–95,000

Cu2O,  Cu2S, CuCl and, 
CuI

Bacteriophage Qẞ In vitro [184]

Fig. 5  Interference of chitosan with different phases of the viral cycle inside and outside of the host cells
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member of SPs, which was extracted from red algae 
Schizymenia dubyi, against the virus-induced cytopatho-
genicity demonstrated that in the amount of 5 mg.  L−1, the 
mentioned polysaccharide is capable to fully suppress the 
syncytial formation of HIV-1 in MT4 cells without causing 
cytotoxicity. This is suggested to be attributed to the inhi-
bition of the HIV-host cell binding in the early step of the 
infection [196]. Lectins or carbohydrate-binding proteins 
are other groups of bioactive compounds, which are found 
in different species such as algae, fungi, plants, etc., and 
are able to impede HIV-host cell attachment and prevent 
viral infection [197]. Bioactive peptides originated from 
the hydrolysis of marine proteins, introduced as the anti-
HIV agents in the previous articles, and can be enzymati-
cally extracted from different species of Oyster and Marine 
sponges. Callipeltin A is one of these novel antiviral agents 
derived from Callipelta sponge, a cyclic depsidecapeptide 
that based on the findings of in vivo experiments on CEM4 
lymphocytic cell lines, is able to inhibit the cytopathic 
effects induced by HIV-1 at an ED50 value of 0.01 mg. 
 L−1 [198].

Nucleic Acid Polymers

Another member of the class of natural antiviral polymers 
is nucleic acid polymers (NAPs), which have a vast inhibi-
tory effect due to the amphipathic properties of phospho-
rothioated oligonucleotides. In vivo experiments on HBV 
infected ducks [199] as well as in research on patients [200] 
confirmed the hypothesis of disruption of viral surface anti-
gens by NAPs released from infected hepatocytes through a 
non-immunostimulatory mechanism inside the infected cells 
(Fig. 6), which encouraged them to employ NAP therapy in 
chronic HBV infection that decreased the amount of those 
antigens in serum.

Derivatives of Dextran

Neyts et al. investigated the antiviral activity of several 
water-soluble derivatives of dextran (poly (α, 1–6) glu-
cose), which contained various amounts of carboxymethyl, 
benzylamide, and sulfonate groups against the enveloped 
and non-enveloped viruses. They inoculated confluent 
cultures of Vero, HeLa, or human embryonic skin-muscle 
 (E6SM) cells with the viruses and also used human embry-
onic lung (HEL) fibroblasts, MDCK cells, and MT4 cells 
specifically for the evaluation of human cytomegalovirus 
(HCMV), influenza A and B, and HIV, respectively. The 
results of the antiviral assessments demonstrated that most 
of the above-mentioned polymers had a potent and selective 
inhibitory influence on various types of enveloped viruses, 
such as HCMV, HSV-1, HSV-2, RSV, HIV-1, and HIV-2 but 
not against non-enveloped ones. To be more specific, RSV, 
HIV, and HCMV were generally more fragile than HSV in 
treatments based on derivatized polymers. Interestingly, the 
presence of excessive amounts of benzylamide and benzyla-
mide sulfonate groups in the polymer mixture empowers the 
treatment to defeat HSV. The inhibitory mechanism of the 
polymeric compounds against retroviruses such as HIV and 
herpes viruses like HCMV is ascribed to the inhibition of the 
beginning phase of the replicative cycle, which is virus-cell 
binding. In detail, these compounds suppress HIV-CD4+ cell 
binding, shield off the V3 loop of HIV-1 gp120, and impede 
gp120 from attaching to the CD4 receptor [201].

Based on the previous studies [202], Heparan sulfate 
(HS), which is present on the cell surface is known as the 
initial interaction site between herpesviruses (e.g., HCMV 
and HSV) and the host. Therefore, heparin and other car-
boxylated and sulfated polymers can disrupt this interaction 
by attaching to positively charged sites of the viral envelope, 
crucial for binding to the anionic HS proteoglycan compo-
nent of the cell surface.

Fig. 6  Therapeutic effect of NAP against HBV infection: impeding the secretion of viral antigen HBsAg and rapid clearance of HBsAg, increas-
ing anti-HBsAg antibodies titers, transcriptionally inactivating closed circular DNA (cccDNA) and reducing copy number
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Cellulose and its Derivatives

Yamamoto et al. investigated the anti-HIV effect of cellu-
lose and branched cellulose with the side chains of D-glu-
copyranose or D-galactopyranose sulfated with piperidine 
N-sulfonic acid or  S03-dimethylformamide complex. The 
results of in vivo experiments on infected MT-4 cells dem-
onstrated that during the six days of incubation, cell cultures 
containing sulfated polysaccharides derived from cellulose 
in the concentrations higher than 10 mg.  L−1, were viable 
but, in the absence of these biopolymers, all MT-4 cells were 
dead on the sixth day. The mechanism of antiviral action of 
these biopolymers is suggested to be due to their inhibitory 
effects in the process of viral binding with MT-4 cells [203].

Previous literature mentioned that cellulose acetate 
phthalate (CAP) possesses in vitro inhibitory ability against 
HCMV, HSV-1, HSV-2, and HIV [204]. Gyotoku et al. 
formulated CAP with colloidal silicon dioxide and topi-
cally applied it through the vaginal route of Swiss-Webster 
female mice to evaluate the anti-HSV-2 properties of the 
CAP in vivo. The results revealed that CAP exhibited an 
anti-HSV-2 effect in genital infection of mouse models 
when formulated in an appropriate way. CAP significantly 
reduces the chance of HIV-2 incidence and death due to 
severe infection even at a 1:20 dilution, but in animals with 
the developed disease, CAP was not capable to decrease 
the severity of the lesions, which suggests that CAP acted 
prophylactically [205].

In another study, the antiviral potential of CAP against 
HIV-1 with more focus on recognition of binding sites 
employing enzyme-linked immunoassays and flow cytom-
etry was investigated. In vitro antiviral tests demonstrated 
that the potent attachment of CAP to HIV-1 hindered the 
accessibility of the virus to antibodies against the gp120 V3 
loop that is involved in coreceptor binding. Other than the 
mentioned binding site, CAP binds to the envelope glyco-
protein gp120 resulting in suppression of the HIV-1 infec-
tion. The industrial availability, non-toxicity and safety, and 
inactivating HIV-1 rather than causing reversible inhibition, 
made CAP an appropriate compound for intra-vaginal appli-
cation to prevent HIV-1 transmission [206].

Proanthocyanidin Polymers

In an invention, by Tempesta et al., a plant-based polymer 
isolated from Croton or Calophyllum species was introduced 
as a potent antiviral agent with an inhibitory effect against 
various types of RSV and herpes viruses, which is appro-
priate for prophylaxis in systemic and localized (such as 
topical) applications by a variety of administration routes, 
like oral, topical, parenteral, or by inhalation. Proantho-
cyanidin polymers contain 2 to 30 flavonoid units such as 

catechins, flavanols, anthocyanidins, etc. They are water-
soluble and can easily be formulated with very low toxicity 
and no teratogenicity. Two groups of experiments, cellular 
and in vivo, were performed to determine the antiviral effect 
of the proanthocyanidin polymer A, which was extracted 
from Calophyllum inophyllum. The results of the cellular 
tests on human HeLa, HEp2, mouse L929, monkey Vero, 
and canine MDCK cells demonstrated that proanthocyanidin 
polymer A, with low cytotoxicity values, caused the same 
viral growth suppression as ribavirin against RSV A and B 
(subtype variants: A2-Tracey, A-Long, B-46791, B-47063), 
parainfluenza virus (PIV) 1 and 3, and influenza A and B 
(subtype variants: A-Taiwan (HIN1); A Leningrad (H3N2); 
B-USSR; B-Tama) in vitro.

In vivo test results exerted that in the case of treating 
Hispid Cotton Rats inoculated with RSV-A2, orally adminis-
trated proanthocyanidin polymer A in the amount of 10 mg/
kg body weight had a more effective anti-RSV influence 
than ribavirin and significantly lowered RSV titers. Groups 
of three RSV-infected African green monkeys were treated 
intravenously with proanthocyanidin polymer A at 1.0 mg.
kg−1, and the treatment had a significant beneficial effect on 
reducing the infection in monkeys.

Proanthocyanidin polymer A moderately inhibited the 
influenza A/NWS/33 (H1N1) infection in male and female 
BALB/c mice after 8 days of treatment with 10 mg.kg−1.
day−1 of the polymer. Twelve African green monkeys this 
time were infected by PIV-3 to prove that a daily dose of 3.3 
and 10 mg.kg−1 of the polymer is capable of reducing the 
virus titers in the throats of infected monkeys and alleviat-
ing other symptoms of infection. A statistically significant 
decline in the average value of lesion score of HSV-2(E194 
strain) compared to the placebo control was observed as a 
result of the daily injection of 30 mg.kg−1 of proanthocya-
nidin polymer A to intravaginally infected Swiss Webster 
female mice. The abovementioned treatment increased the 
survival percentage in model animals (40%) compared to 
the placebo treatment (15%) with no apparent toxicity [207].

Synthetic Polymers

Quat‑12‑PU

Park et al. [205] developed an antiviral coating based on N, 
N-dodecyl, methyl-polyurethane (Quat-12-PU). They used 
a 20 wt.% solution of Quat-12-PU in tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
for electrospinning process employing a voltage of 18 kV 
and 25 × 25 mm sized polyethylene slides in the distance of 
15 cm as a base material and collector of resulting continu-
ous and uniform nanofibers. In another sample preparation, 
they simply sprayed the solution of Quat-12-PU in THF 
(5000 mg.  L−1) on the polyethylene slide.
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Antiviral evaluation by the plaque assay test performed 
on the Quat-12-PU-coated slides exhibited strong antiviral 
properties of this polymer against the enveloped influenza 
virus (Wuhan strain, A/Wuhan/359/95). However, the sur-
faces coated with Quat-12-PU, could not suppress poliovi-
rus (Chat strain). The probable mechanism of the virucidal 
effect of the hydrophobic Quat-12-PU coatings, based on 
the previous reports for N, N-dodecyl, methyl-PEI coatings, 
is the disruption of the lipid envelope of the virus which 
normally protects the structure of RNA [208]. Besides, 
nanofiber-coated surfaces were found to have an antibacte-
rial effect against S. aureus and E. coli and a bacterial log 
reduction of 7.5 for both cells [209].

(PPE)‑Based Polyelectrolytes

Wang et al. performed a survey to evaluate the probable 
antiviral activity of conjugated polymeric materials using 
cationic conjugated polyelectrolytes (CPE) based on poly 
(phenylene ethynylene) (PPE) and oligo-phenylene ethy-
nylenes (OPE) against T4 and MS2 bacteriophages and 
monitored the results in UV/visible lighting and without 
that. In the dark situation, and by suppression of the viral 
infection pathways and deterioration of the virus structure, 
most of the compounds from both polymeric groups had 
high inhibitory activity against MS2 phage with induction 
of higher than 6-log inactivation, whose inhibitory effect 
against T4 phage was quite moderate. The presence of UV 
or visible light enhances the influence of CPEs and OPEs 
on the virus by providing the condition for corrosive ROS 
generation that cause chemical disruption to the structure of 
the virus and capsid protein.

At the highest level of antiviral activity, PPE conjugated 
with DABCO (1,4-diazabicyclo [2.2.2] octane) with the for-
mula of  N2(C2H4)3, induced higher than 6 orders of magni-
tude of viral suppression against T4 and MS2 bacteriophages 
in both dark and light irradiation situation. This unique 
ability is likely due to the high positive charge density on 
the side of the PPE-DABCO polymer chain that facilitates 
the interaction of the polymer with the negatively charged 
viruses, and because of being spacious and highly hydropho-
bic, prevents the aggregation and enhances the availability 
of polymer to associate with viral cells [210].

Carbon Dots as Antiviral Agents

Carbon dots are a novel class of nanomaterials with a parti-
cle size of less than 10 nm that exhibit fluorescent properties 
[211]. Their characteristics of low production cost, surface 
hydrophilic functionality, high stability and biocompatibil-
ity along with low toxicity make them a very convenient 
candidate for biomedical applications such as controlled 

drug and gene delivery, bioimaging, biosensing, diagnosis 
of viral infections, and most recently, viral therapy [212]. 
The main mechanism of their viral inhibition is considered 
to be the alteration of viral attachment and penetration stage, 
for example, Dong et.al, observed that in the case of human 
norovirus invasion, the presence of carbon dots prevents 
norovirus virus-like-particles from binding to histo-blood 
group antigens receptors on human cells, but the viral cap-
sid integrity remains intact [213]. The observation of other 
inhibitory mechanisms of Carbon dots such as impeding 
viral replication after entering the host cells and hindering 
the budding stage by inhibition of ROS generation, in por-
cine epidemic diarrhea virus, as a model coronavirus [214], 
inhibition of viral replication by causing adverse impacts on 
κB signaling pathway [215], exhibited promising prospects 
of their application against coronavirus and inspired employ-
ing carbon dots in the COVID-19 combat, which is yet to 
be proven in vivo.

Granting Antiviral Properties to Polymeric 
Compounds

There are many reports about the employment of biocom-
patible polymers along with metal ions and plant extracts 
to design antiviral active food packaging such as green 
tea extract-loaded chitosan as an edible coating [216] and 
Cinnamaldehyde-loaded polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) [217] 
both against MNV, polylactic acid (PLA) containing Ag ions 
against FCV [218], and AgNP- loaded PHBV against MNV 
[116].

Ueda et al. designed a coating material for the antiviral 
application that was made of a transparent film containing 
a complex of cuprous oxide  (Cu2O) and titanium dioxide 
 (TiO2) particles. In the production process, a liquid disper-
sion was made including  TiO2 and 0.1 to 20 wt.% of  Cu2O 
particles with an average primary diameter of 2 to 80 nm 
and a phosphate ester-based anionic surfactant. They also 
employed a binder resin containing chlorinated polyole-
fin for coating film composition. For increasing the trans-
parency of the film, the resultant metal complex particles 
need to be 50 to 150 nm on average, in the sizes smaller 
than 50 nm, the crystalline structure of primary particles 
would be broken, and in the secondary structures, happen-
ing of excessive dispersion process leads to reduction of 
the photocatalytic activity and antibacterial performance, 
this reduction also occurs for the samples with secondary 
particles sizes more than 150 nm, that’s because of the very 
small surface area of the particles. Determination of antivi-
ral activity was performed by an alternate method named 
indoor lighting environment-Test method employing bacte-
riophage Q-beta under fluorescent irradiation of 1000 Lx for 
1 h. The results demonstrated that the copper complex  TiO2 
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dispersion could maintain high dispersion even in the high 
concentrations, which facilitated increasing the transparency 
of the produced coating composition. Moreover, the coating 
agent designed in this project exerted potent antibacterial 
and antiviral performances [219].

Loading chemical virucidal drugs into various polymers 
(carriers) is another way of fabricating antiviral polymeric 
compounds. The negligible toxicity, sustained delivery, 
long-term efficacy, and durability and maintenance in the 
female reproductive tract, made electrospun nanofibers a 
promising technology to impede sexually transmitted viral 
infections such as HSV-2. Towards this, Aniagyei et al. 
fabricated the electrospun nanofibers based on poly(lactic-
co glycolic acid) (PLGA) (50:50) and poly(DL-lactide-
co-ε-caprolactone) (PLCL) (80:20) containing Acyclovir 
(ACV) as a model drug to investigate the anti-HSV-2 effect 
of this formulation via an in vitro experimental model. The 
electrospun nanofibers were produced using the polymeric 
solution containing 20% w/w ACV (to polymer) with flow 
rates of 0.5–3.0 mL.h−1 in a voltage range of 15–27 kV 
and were collected at a distance of 25 cm from the needle 
tip. The antiviral activity of the electrospun mat was then 
tested by performing plaque assay on Vero E6 cells, and 
the findings revealed that not only the ACV-loaded electro-
spun nanofibers provide great encapsulation efficiency and 
sustained delivery of ACV in 30 days to protect the cells 
against HSV-2 infection, but also the blank PLGA and 
PLCL electrospun nanofibers acted as an efficient physical 
barrier to infection [220].

Palza Cordero et al. suggested that the antiviral property 
of the materials caused by the release of the metallic ions 
could be also achieved by using a resin, particularly PP, 
which can shape a plastic material with the capability of the 
controlled release of ions during the long periods. Metallic 
copper particles in the preferable diameter range of 10 to 
80 nm were appropriately embedded in the resin and formed 
the secondary structures and the particles did not protrude 
from the surface of the material. The resultant polymeric 
material could be a promising candidate for manufacturing 
threads for production of fabrics, nets, extruded, laminated, 
or injected plastic products, which are applicable in making 
coating surfaces, containers, cleaning tools, intra-hospital 
use materials, and air filters with biocidal properties [221].

Carraher et al. collected information about the antivi-
ral properties of a group of metal-containing compounds, 
organotin polymers, which are mainly known as the anti-
cancer agents, but a vast range of these tin-containing 
polymers exhibited antiviral activities as well [222]. One 
of these polymeric compounds is made of hydroxyl-capped 
PEG and dibutyltin dichloride  (Bu2SnCl2). PEG by itself is 
ready to access both the nucleus and the cytoplasm of the 
infected cells because of its water solubility. As a result, 
PEG is capable of inhibiting both the VACV, an RNA 

virus, which replicates in the cytoplasm, and HSV-1 as a 
DNA virus that its replication is restricted to the nucleus 
of the host cell [223]. On the other hand, the tin-containing 
dibutyltin dichloride in the concentration of 150 mg.  L−1 
can inhibit the activity of vaccinia and HSV-1, in about 
20% of the exposed cells. Compounding dibutyltin dichlo-
ride with PEG (400 amu), led to enhancement of viral 
protection against vaccinia to 30% in a tenfold lower con-
centration (15 mg.  L−1) in comparison with the dibutyltin 
dichloride alone. Besides, polymerization of dibutyltin 
dichloride with 2,5-dimethyl-3-hexyn-2,5-diol, resulted 
in 50% inhibitory activity against HSV-1 at the concen-
tration of 150 mg.  L−1 [224]. These examples showed that 
the nature of the attached moiety to the organotin plays a 
key role in the antiviral activity of the produced compound 
that this effect is virus-specific, even if the viruses possess 
the same genome types.

The highest protection ability against the HSV-1 
between the bioactive polymers studied in this report 
belonged to a member of hydroquinone polymers, 
2,3-dicyanohydroquinone, which was functional at a con-
centration of 300 mg.  L−1 and could suppress HSV-1 infec-
tion in 80% of the polymer treated cells [224].

The method of action of hydroquinone polymers has 
been related to the interaction of pi-related secondary 
bonding of the aromatic ring structure with the entities 
such as pyrimidine and purine rings on the DNA that in 
combination with the presence of active sites on tin, facili-
tate the activity of these polymers within the cells. These 
polymeric bioactive materials have also the ability to inter-
act with the cells from the outside, which is also another 
way of impeding the virus’ attack to the cells [223].

Antiviral Fibers and Textiles

The Method of Incorporating Metal NPs 
into the Structure of Electrospun Nanofibers

There are two main methods for synthesis of metal NPs 
impregnated fibers, in the first one metal NPs were syn-
thesized separately through different methods by reducing 
metallic ions from metal salt and employing chemicals, 
heat, or cavitation to accelerate the process. There are also 
chances to employ bioactive compounds of herbal extracts 
as capping and reducing agents [225]. For incorporation 
of the synthesized NPs into the nanofiber structure, they 
should be dispersed into the polymeric solution and care-
fully homogenized to be prepared for the electrospinning 
process. Choosing an appropriate solvent is a crucial factor 
for achieving a homogeneous dispersion in the electro-
spinning solution. The second common method includes 
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an in-situ synthesis of metallic NPs in the electrospin-
ning solution in which the solvent provides the necessities 
of the reduction process and the polymer chain acts as 
a stabilizing agent. After achieving a homogenized NP-
containing solution, it is loaded into a syringe and will 
be placed in an electrospinning device in which a high 
voltage creates an electrically charged jet of polymer solu-
tion at the tip of the needle that in case of overcoming the 
surface tension of the polymer solution will cause the jet 
stretching out as a narrow polymeric strip which loses its 
solvent during the way of traveling toward the collector by 
vaporization and finally forms nanometer-scale metallic 
NPs-containing fibers [226].

Antiviral Nondimensional Materials

Takayama et al. introduced bioactive compound-loaded 
nanofibers as functional materials for the production of a 
surgical mask with antibacterial and antiviral properties. The 
polymeric material for fabrication of electrospun nanofibers 
could be selected from a group comprising: Zein, fibroin, 
collagen, chitosan, chitin, PVA, polyvinyl chloride, PLA, 
PU, nylon and methoxy methylated nylon, polyester, poly-
styrene, PAN, polyamide and, PET. The bioactive compound 
that are the main functional substances in the mask structure 
may consist of at least one of these natural compounds: per-
simmon tannin polyphenols, grape seed polyphenols, cat-
echin polyphenols, coffee polyphenols, lemon peel polyphe-
nols, soybean polyphenols, ellagic acid phenyl carboxylic 
acid and, coumalin. These compounds possess antioxidative, 

antibacterial, antiviral, and deodorizing effects that are ideal 
characteristics for a surgical mask. The preferable diameter 
of electrospun fibers is in the range of 1 to 2,000 nm with a 
weight per unit area of 0.005 g.m−2 to 10 g.m−2 and air-per-
meability of 1 cc.cm−2.sec−1 to 1,000 cc.cm−2.sec−1. In the 
process of producing each test sample, an electrospinning 
solution containing a mixture of the selected base polymer 
and the concentration of 20 wt.% bioactive compound pre-
pared, and after the characterization of physical properties 
(Table 3), all samples were employed for further evaluations.

Besides, two other samples were synthesized in the form 
of three layer-reinforced nanofibers, one of them comprised 
catechin polyphenol loaded methoxy methylated nylon non-
woven fabric with an average diameter of 150 nm as the 
base layer and catechin polyphenol-containing PU with the 
average size of 500 nm was employed as the reinforcing 
nanofiber and the weight per unit area for this sample was 
0.1 g.m−2. In the second sample PVA with an average diam-
eter of 250 nm was the substitute for methoxy methylated 
nylon. The results of evaluations exhibited that all fabri-
cated samples had strong antimicrobial activity and showed 
potent filtration efficiency and high trapping performance of 
more than 99% for both fine particles bigger than 3 µm and 
0.1 µm. Furthermore, the air permeability for all of the syn-
thesized face masks was 100 cc.cm−2.s−1 or higher, which 
enhances the mask wearability along with antioxidative, 
antimicrobial, antiviral, and deodorizing effects provides 
favorable properties for an ideal surgical mask [227].

Gabbay invented an antiviral textile containing ionic cop-
per particles that can be used for the production of condom 

Table 3  Summary of test results carried out by Takayama et al. for production of nanofibers using various polymers and bioactive compounds

Polymer Bioactive compound Average fiber diameter 
(nm)

weight per unit 
area of fiber 
(g.m−2)

Polylactic acid Catechin polyphenol 500 0.5
Persimmon tannin polyphenol 2,000 0.5
Phenyl carboxylic acid 1,000 0.5
Ellagic acid 1,500 0.5
Coumalin 1,500 0.5
Coffee polyphenols (chlorogenic acid) 500 0.5

Polyvinyl alcohol Catechin polyphenol 250–500 0.01
Polyvinyl chloride Catechin polyphenol 150 0.1
Polyethylene Terephthalate Catechin polyphenol 500 0.7
Polyurethane Catechin polyphenol 500 0.5
Methoxy methylated nylon Catechin polyphenol 500 0.3

Tea leaves extract 450 0.2
Polyglutamic acid Catechin polyphenol 1,000 0.2
Zein Catechin polyphenol 500 0.15
Fibroin Catechin polyphenol 500 0.5
Nylon 6.6 Catechin polyphenol 150 0.1
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sheaths, surgical gloves, and tubing. The author suggested 
that different types of natural (i.e., silk, cotton, wool, and 
linen) and synthetic fibers such as cellulose and cellulose 
acetate fibers, regenerated protein fibers, PU fibers, acrylic 
fibers, vinyl fibers, and polyolefin fibers, excluding polyester 
and nylon fibers, can be used for formation of the textile. 
After choosing the proper textile material and soaking it 
in a solution that contains one or more metal cationic spe-
cies with two or more positive oxidation states, the activated 
textile will be produced. Then a reduction process needs to 
happen in contact with the textile leading to the production 
of a metalized textile.

The chosen textile material in this invention is polyam-
ide, which contains water-insoluble ionic copper particles 
in powder form that supplies by adding 25 g of a mixture of 
CuO and  Cu2O Powder yielding a 1% mixture. An in vitro 
antiviral test was performed to evaluate the effectivity of 
CuO-Cu2O impregnated fibers to inhibit the HIV-1 infection 
in MT-2 cells. The results exerted that 1% CuO and CuO 
Fibers showed 26% inhibition, while the suppression for the 
positive control (CuO and  Cu2O powder) was 70%. Then, 
they impregnated a latex glove with 1% or more  Cu2+ ions 
and after 20 min of exposure, more than 95% of the subse-
quent virus infectivity of lymphocytes that is known as the 
main target of HIV-1, was neutralized [228].

Years later Gabbay suggested a practical method of incor-
porating copper (II) oxide (CuO) particles with the size of 
0.5 to 2 µm into the rayon fibers that are manufactured from 
regenerated cellulosic fiber with the aim of producing anti-
viral fibers. The antiviral activity of the fibers is the result of 
releasing  Cu2+ ions in the exposure to water or water vapor. 
The method is comprising these steps: first, the addition of 
CuO particles to the rayon viscose in the amount of 0.25 
and 10% of the initial cellulose dry weight, then the rayon 

fiber produce using an acid bath containing sulfuric acid by 
extruding the viscose through a spinneret into the bath, and 
a group of particles will place on the surface of the fibers 
and protruding from there. The produced fibers will exhibit 
antiviral properties [229].

Nanofibrous Air Filters and Face Masks

The aerosol pathway is a critical way of spreading viruses, 
especially for highly transmittable respiratory infections 
such as H1N1 [8], which is capable of changing the cluster 
size of the virus according to temperature, atmospheric pH, 
and hygroscopicity that can directly influence the move-
ment of virus particles in the nasopharyngeal passages 
[230]. Furthermore, H1N1 can shape clusters with the size 
of 400 nm and then they grow larger in the saliva to form 
aerosols the size of 0.7 mm to 6 µm, which can easily spread 
in the environment by the change in airflow trajectory during 
sneezing and coughing [231]. The design process of the res-
piratory masks performs based on the concepts of material 
durability, flexibility, fit, and comfortability that theoretical 
models exhibited that constructing them with smooth, long, 
smaller than a micron, and circular cross-section fibers lead 
to increasing the aerosol capture efficiency [232].

Conlon claimed that integration of nanofibers in the mid-
dle layer of the mask structure even in the form of one or 
more discrete layers or strips of melt-blown fibers or spun 
bound small diameter fibers, can be formed by extruding 
molten thermoplastic materials and turning them into fila-
ments, reduce the deflection of exhaled air and pressure 
drop, while enhancing the filtration of airborne particles, 
such as pathogens (Fig. 7). The author supported the above-
mentioned claim by performing comparative pressure drop 

Fig. 7  Development of surface-modified multilayered masks using polymeric electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds as a protective barrier against 
spreading viral infections
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measurements on multilayered facemasks containing non-
woven fibers in the inner and outer layer, which can be made 
of polyethylene or PP and a nanofibrous mat with a fiber 
diameter of about 150 times smaller than non-woven fib-
ers that is placed in the middle layer for filtration and may 
contain polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The results dem-
onstrated that the pressure drop in non-containing discrete 
nanofiber layers is 18 times higher, directly related to the 
amount of deflected air in the facemask, resulting in less 
airflow through the facemask. The bidirectional flow of air in 
nanofibrous masks was enhanced, and they also had greater 
filtration efficiency than other masks [233].

Electrospun nanofibers are smaller than melt-blown fib-
ers for about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude [234] and the pro-
cess of electrospinning leads to the generation of smaller 
micropores, increased surface area, and decreasing the 
weight of electrospun mat in comparison with melt-blown 
mat, 0.02–0.5 g.m−2 versus 5–200 g.m−2, respectively [235].

The ideal characteristics of electrospun air filtration mate-
rials including small fiber diameter and pore size, guarantee 
the effective particle capturing and facile passing of air-
stream through the filter and can be optimized by regulation 
of electrospinning parameters such as voltage, the distance 
between the needle tip and the collector, time, concentration 
of the polymeric solution, etc. [236].

Based on the above-mentioned criteria, Reyes et  al. 
designed a membrane of nongrafted electrospun Nylon-6 
fibers with a size of 100 to 150 nm that can be employed to 
capture virus-containing exhaled breath aerosols to act as 
a lightweight diagnostic device. The results of the aerosol 
capture evaluation of a uniformly thick electrospun Nylon-6 
fiber membrane with the size of 15 cm × 93 cm in a simu-
lated breathing apparatus demonstrated that they exhibited 
higher breath capture overall, 39 to 50% higher than com-
mercial woven and nonwoven controls, and 60 to 95% of 
0.2 mm to 6 µm sized aerosol droplets were successfully 
captured by the membrane due to the morphological proper-
ties of the electrospun membranes such as high surface area, 
smaller interfiber pores, and reduced fiber diameter, which 
despite their less weight (20 times less than the commercial 
controls) they did not rupture or degraded during the tests 
[237].

The electrospun nanofibrous mat exhibits great potential 
to be employed as High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) 
and Ultra Low Penetration Air (ULPA) grade filter media, 
by comparing the filtering efficiency of a nanofibrous mat 
and melt-blown nonwoven filter media. The very first trials 
for the formation of air filters were simple fibrous assem-
bly using cotton, wool, and later, polyester, PP, fiberglass, 
and other proper materials for removing biological agents. 
Removing almost 99.9998% of Bacillus subtilis moving 
spores in the airstreams with low velocity employing slag 
wool with a thickness of 3 inches (7.62 cm) in the survey of 

Terjesen and Cherry [238], was one of the first trials in this 
field of air filtration. Decker et al. used a spun-glass fiber mat 
with a fiber diameter of less than 1.25 µm as a filter with a 
thickness of 0.5 inches (1.27 cm) along with an electrostatic 
precipitator for removing 95.7–100% of airborne viruses for 
removing E. coli [239].

In another survey, Staphylococcus aureus cells in the 
aerosolized form were retained using a single thickness 
glass fiber mat as the filter media, capable of holding back 
98.5–98.7% of nebulized aerosols [240]. Incorporation of 
the cell lytic enzymes into the nanocomposites is another 
way of preventing pathogenic bacteria, such as surface incor-
poration of endolysin for inhibition of the listeria bacterio-
phage [241].

Gogotsi et al. [242] suggested a composite matrix as 
highly flexible material for application in producing mem-
branes to make filtration devices. The composite was 
comprised of a porous scaffold to support the electrospun 
nanofibers, which photocatalytic metal oxide particles, 
were electrosprayed on them and uniformly deposited in the 
fibrous structure without agglomeration. The candidates for 
photocatalytic metal oxide particles were  TiO2, Zirconium 
dioxide  (ZrO2), ZnO, and Tungsten trioxide  (WO3) in the 
average diameter of about 5 to 50 nm or more preferably, 
10 to 30 nm and the amounts of 0.5–20% or more favorably 
3–10% of the total suspension weight. The porous scaffold 
might be synthesized from a single or mixture of polymers 
including polyethylene, PP, PU, polyester, polyvinyls (i.e. 
polyvinyl chloride or polyvinyl alcohol), PAN, polyamide, 
etc., and with the aim of increasing the adhesion of the par-
ticles, the scaffold could pass a surface modification step 
prior to electrospraying, comprising treatment with a proper 
binder material that may include one or more silica precur-
sors (i.e. tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), tetra-n-propoxysi-
lane, organo alkoxysilanes, etc.) (Fig. 7).

The preferable pH range is 2 to 5 and the binder material 
may contain inorganic or organic acids such as phosphoric 
acid, nitric acid hydrochloric acid and, sulfuric acid or acetic 
acid, dichloroacetic acid, trifluoroacetic acid, and benzene 
sulfonic acid. The fibers were suggested to be nanosized 
with a diameter of 500 nm to about 1 µm, and the proper 
concentration for electrospinning solution is 4 to 20 wt. % 
of the polymer solution total weight that should be selected 
to possess the capability of adhering to the porous scaf-
fold, and may comprise polyamides, poly (vinyl acetate), 
poly(acrylonitrile), poly (Vinylidene fluoride), PEO, PVP, 
PCL, chitosan, cellulose, cellulose acetate, fibrinogen, colla-
gen, silk, and styrene/isoprene copolymer or polymer blends 
that are soluble in a common solvent, for example, poly-
lactide-blend-PVP, PEO-blend-poly(methyl methacrylate), 
polystyrene-blend-polyester, poly (vinylidene fluoride)-
blend-poly (methyl methacrylate), etc.
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As a practical example, they first washed a PP filter sub-
strate with a mixture of deionized water and polar solvent 
and employed that as the porous scaffold. Then polyam-
ide nanofibers were deposited on a silica-coated scaffold 
by electrospinning the solution of polyamide 11 in formic 
acid/dichloromethane. Then, a suspension of  TiO2 NPs 
(with a diameter of 10–15 nm) in deionized water and eth-
anol (50:50 w/w) was electrosprayed onto the polyamide 
nanofibers.

They compared the above method with the process of 
dip-coating of NPs, found that the particle distribution in 
the dip-coating process was not uniform and led to agglom-
eration of  TiO2 NPs that because of decreasing the effective 
surface area, reduced the antimicrobial and antiviral activity 
in comparison with the same number of smaller particles. 
Therefore, electrospraying is considered the more appropri-
ate method for the uniform distribution of metal particles, 
which can preserve the antiviral activity of metallic NPs 
[242].

Leung suggested a double layer filtration medium com-
prising a microfibrous coarse layer that is positioned proxi-
mal to the airflow direction and attached to a fine layer of 
nanofibers that can be produced of electrospun or melt-
blown polymers and placed distal to the airflow direction. 
The nanofibrous layer with a fiber diameter of 150 nm to 
200 nm enhances the chance of capturing and molecular dif-
fusion through fibers due to the high surface area to volume 
ratio, which is in the range of 1.3 ×  107/meter to 4 ×  108/
meter. The electrospun nanofibers also carry an electri-
cal charge generated through the electrospinning process 
that awards them the ability to intercept particles with an 
opposite electrical charge in the air stream. The microfi-
brous coarse filter layer with an average fiber diameter of 
1 to 30 µm and a thickness of about 0.1 to 20 mm, pos-
sesses a high solid holding capacity and larger voids for 
trapping larger particles, while the nanofibrous layer with 
smaller voids is appropriate for capturing finer particles. The 
preferred weight ratio of the nanofibers to microfibers is 
10%:90% and the nanofibrous layer can be directly electro-
spun onto the coarse surface of the non-woven microfibers 
that could also be placed in a liquid medium and the liquid 
subsequently be removed under the vacuum and ultimately 
the two layers form a rigid structure by mechanical com-
pressing by using a trace amount of adhesive substance. The 
final filtration medium may also include a hydrophobic layer 
of non-polar polymers such as PTFE, nylon, glass compos-
ites, acrylic, and polyethersulfone (PES) to allow free gas 
exchange and prevent the entrance of virus bearing water 
droplets. For empowering the filter to antibacterial charac-
teristics, the metallic NPs of MgO,  TiO2 with potent ability 
to produce oxidation reactions under the ultraviolet light, sil-
ver (Ag) compounds such as silver nitrate, and organic com-
pounds such as poly (N-benzyl4-vinyl pyridinium chloride) 

with the strong affinity to virus bacteriophage T4, could be 
added to the fibrous structure through the electrospinning 
process or grafting anti-microbial polymers onto the filter 
surface through atom transfer radical polymerization from an 
initiating surface, leading to non-leaching covalent attach-
ment of the anti-microbial agents, or even by using initiated 
condensed vapor deposition (iCVD) technology, which is 
used for coating anti-microbial substrate on non-woven fib-
ers surface without the risk of blocking the inter-fiber pores 
[243].

Li et al. developed a face mask using PSU electrospun 
nanofibers for filtration of PM2.5 (particulate matter with 
a diameter of 2.5 microns or less) in the polluted air. 
The PSU solution with the concentration of 18wt.% was 
prepared using Dimethylacetamide (DMAc)/acetone (9: 
1) as the solvent and the process of electrospinning was 
performed in different time durations. The SEM results 
indicated that in the time duration of 15 min, the nanofib-
ers showed random orientation and high porosity with a 
diameter of about 500–800 µm and an interfiber distance 
of 1–3 µm. The nanofibrous masks exhibited an accept-
able rejection efficiency of more than 90%, showing a high 
PM2.5 rejection capability in comparison with disposa-
ble non-woven masks (32.9%). The percentage of PM2.5 
rejection enhanced with increasing the time of the electro-
spinning process resulting in a thicker mat of nanofibers 
and in the time of 60 min, the rejection capability reaches 
99.4%. It is believed that there is a contradictory rela-
tionship between air permeability and particle rejection, 
and with increasing the air permeability, PM2.5 rejection 
decreases and vice versa. Between the tested samples, the 
nanofibrous mask produced via 15 min electrospinning, 
exhibited the highest air permeability and PM2.5 rejection 
contrast, as well as possessing a great PM2.5 rejection 
value of 90% and suitable pressure drop and air perme-
ability [244].

Qin et al. reached a dramatic decrease in the pressure 
drop of the membrane produced by electrospinning of 10 
wt.% and 5 wt.% solutions of PAN that were made of thin 
microsphere loaded nanofibrous scaffold, which their pres-
ence in the structure contributed to larger pore size leading 
to enhancement of the filtration efficiency and capturing of 
PM2.5 and more importantly reduction of the pressure drop 
by decreasing the clogging of the membrane [245].

It has proved that the filtration efficiency of electrospun 
PVA microporous membrane is mathematically proportional 
to the pore size [236]. Although membranes with smaller 
pore sizes demonstrate higher filtration efficiency, their tiny 
pore size generally contributes to easier clogging in the fil-
tration process [246].

Choi et al. designed an air filter comprising polyester and 
aluminum with the ability to capture and inactivate airborne 
microorganisms simultaneously. The potent electrostatic 
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interactions of fibers in the filter structure with charged bac-
teria led to filtration of about 99.99% of Escherichia coli and 
Staphylococcus epidermidis bacteria with about 10 times 
lesser pressure drop per thickness in comparison with com-
mercial efficient air filters and this capability was maintained 
after cyclic washing of the filter, which indicated the reus-
ability of polyester and aluminum filter. The process of add-
ing Al to the fiber structure was performed by dip-coating 
of a polyester nonwoven filter with a fiber size of 30 μm and 
porosity of 78.3% into an Al precursor ink,  AlH3O(C4H9)2 
and the comparative antibacterial test results demonstrated 
that growing Al nanograins on the fiber structure, improved 
the inactivation efficiency of the filter from 89.3 to 94.8% 
for E. coli and from 79.7 to 96.9% for S. epidermidis that 
considered to be a result of enhancing surface roughness and 
hydrophobicity after the addition of Al to the filter structure 
[247].

In another report, a washable nanofibrous membrane 
composed of PAN/AgNPs nanofibers was designed as an 
antibacterial mask with the aim of two-way prevention of 
bacterial passage from person to surroundings and vice 
versa. The preparation of PAN/AgNPs membrane was per-
formed by dipping the PAN nanofibrous mat in a solution 
that contained 1000 mg.  L−1 silver nitrate and the effect of 
different dipping cycles on different physicochemical char-
acteristics of the membrane was investigated. The results 
of TEM demonstrated that the mean size of pure PAN 
nanofibers was 263 nm and after loading AgNPs, reached 
290, 250, and 302 nm for one, two, and three dipping cycles, 
respectively. The size distributions of AgNPs also ranged 
from 18 nm to the maximum diameter of 39 nm in the third 
dipping cycle. The mechanical properties of PAN nanofib-
ers were also improved after loading AgNPs and the tensile 
strength of the fibers increased even after 120 h washing 
with deionized water. Based on the release profile of the 
AgNPs loaded fibrous mat, when the negligible amount 
of AgNPs (2,247 ppm /gr nanofiber) was loaded into the 
nanofibers, the nanofibrous mat showed a two-stage release 
pattern, and the controlled release of Ag from PAN struc-
ture during 120 h confirmed that this method is appropri-
ate for preparing washable antibacterial membranes. The 
antibacterial test results exhibited the effective antibacterial 
activity of the PAN/AgNPs membrane against Pseudomonas 
and Staphylococcus bacteria and had more inhibitory effects 
against Pseudomonas than against Staphylococcus. Although 
the presence of a high concentration of AgNPs caused by 
using two and three dipping cycles for loading of AgNPs led 
to the highest cytotoxicity, the sample with one cycle loaded 
AgNPs demonstrated the minimum rate of toxicity, as well 
as the optimal antibacterial properties, while keeping high 
biocompatibility [248].

Hashmi et al. produced and characterized a membrane 
made of CuO-loaded PAN electrospun nanofibers for 

antibacterial face mask application. The authors mentioned 
that the aim of producing about 60% of nanofibers is bio-
medical employment and loaded spherical shape CuO NPs 
with the size of 37 ± 9 nm as a stable and cost-effective 
antibacterial candidate in four different concentrations on 
pure PAN nanofibers with the average size of 141 nm and 
produced PAN nanofibers containing an optimum amount 
of 1.00% CuO with the size of 197 nm. The incorporation 
of CuO NPs significantly improved the tensile strength of 
nanofibers and imparted crystallinity and higher hydrophi-
licity to the membrane. Surface area is another factor that 
was found to be proportional to the CuO concentration in 
the membrane and based on the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 
(BET) test results, the PAN nanofibrous mat containing the 
optimum amount of 1.00% CuO had a higher surface area 
of 20.63 ± 0.087  m2.  g−1 than the neat PAN nanofibrous 
mat 8.09 ± 0.012  m2.  g−1. The results of the breathability 
test by the upright cup method exhibited that the water 
uptake and breathability of the membrane are enhanced 
with the addition of CuO NPs. Furthermore, the presence 
of CuO in the intrinsically compact structure of neat PAN 
nanofibrous mat led to a reduction of its high resistance to 
the airflow by increasing the porosity of the mat and the 
value of air resistivity (R) declined from 24.05 for neat 
PAN, to 10.08 for 1.00% CuO containing mat, exhibiting 
better air permeability of the CuO loaded filter membrane. 
The results of analyzing the drug release behavior showed 
that the structure of CuO loaded PAN nanofibers was 
retained after socking in water for 72 h, that the nanofibers 
successfully released Cu without the occurrence of fiber 
dissolution in the aqueous medium, that the quantity of Cu 
was directly proportional to the CuO concentration in the 
PAN fibers. Based on the results of the MTT analysis, after 
passing the incubation period of 120 h more than 50% of 
the total cells survived. The CuO-loaded PAN nanofibers 
demonstrated a great antimicrobial effect on both gram-
positive and negative bacteria (E. coli and B. subtilis) and 
the inhibition zone expanded with increasing the amount 
of CuO, representing the potent intrinsic antibacterial 
characteristic of CuO [249].

Seo et al. designed a facemask comprising three types of 
the fibrous membrane, one of them was a built-in adsorp-
tive membrane made by stacking an adsorptive layer pro-
duced by accumulating ion-exchange nanofibers forming a 
mat with a pore size of about 3 µm or less on a supporting 
layer of woven or nonwoven fabrics, thicker and possessing 
larger pore size, forming a membrane with the capability 
of adsorbing ionic and ultrafine substances from the envi-
ronment and high purification performance. The nanofib-
ers could be either anion or cation exchange and the web 
shape adsorptive layer preferred to be coated with oil to 
activate the adsorption process in functional groups on 
the nanofiber surface. The second fibrous membrane that 
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can be laminated on the first one, was made of electrospun 
dopamine-loaded nanofibers with the aim of gathering and 
maintaining the moisture of the breath to a certain degree in 
the nanofibrous web. The dopamine-loaded nanofibers were 
also functionalized by attaching active groups to dopamine 
under UV or plasma irradiation, or by acid or base treatment, 
to function as a negative charge  (SO3H−) or positive charge 
 (NH4

+) functional group to adsorb heavy metals, bacteria, 
and viruses of the passing air. The last fibrous membrane 
could be formed by electrospinning of a polymeric solution 
that contains silver nanomaterial (from  AgNO3,  Ag2SO4, 
and AgCl) that may be stitched to the supporting layer and 
the potent antibacterial property of silver enables the face-
mask to kill the bacteria that may be contained in the airflow. 
Based on the abovementioned characteristics, this mask can 
be utilized for medical, industrial, or daily applications with 
stable breathing and convenient use [250].

Zhang et al. designed a smart face mask that was capable 
of monitoring human breath in case of emotional changes 
or during the exercise employing a humidity sensor made of 
silver nanoparticle-containing alginate fiber that was fabri-
cated by a three-step procedure comprising electrospinning 
of sodium alginate, ion exchanging of the sodium and silver 
ions, and ultimately reduction of AgNPs in situ. The mean 
diameter of alginate nanofibers was 240 nm that the AgNPs 
were uniformly dispersed throughout the nanofiber that the 
resultant sensor exhibited appropriate humidity sensitivity 
in the relative humidity (RH) range of 20% to 80% and was 

capable of accurately capturing the rate and depth of the 
respiration [251].

Yang et al. introduced a face mask with thermal manage-
ment ability consisting of a commercially available nanopo-
rous polyethylene (nanoPE) sheath with 50−1000 nm pores 
and high infrared (IR) transparency of 92.1% and the nylon-6 
nanofibers with a diameter of < 100 nm and transmittance up 
to 85% on the top of it with potent particulate matter (PM) 
adhesion and PM2.5 capture efficiency of 99.6% while exhib-
iting low pressure drop. Since the moist warm environment 
inside the face masks exposes the wearers to an extra haz-
ard, the evaluation of thermal properties such as conduction 
or insulation could be a significant factor in the process of 
design that is conventionally determined by the thickness of 
the fibers. Manipulation of the thermal properties by chang-
ing the fiber thickness which is strongly correlated to the 
removal capability and air permeability is challenging con-
sidering the fact that other thickness-dependent performances 
could be also affected. Therefore, modification of this filter 
material using nanoPE, added an excellent radiative cooling 
effect to the fibrous layer while maintaining the unique char-
acteristics of great PM capture capability and low pressure 
drop. The authors also found that coating nanoPE substrate 
with silver has a warming effect that the resultant face mask 
can keep the user face comfortable, cool in summer, and 
warm in winter while protecting them from polluted air or 
infections in case of indoor use in hospitals [252].

Fig. 8  Methods of fortifying nanofibrous mats for filtration applications
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Fortifying Nanofibrous Mats for Filtration 
Applications

While the possibilities of making improvements in the filtra-
tion efficiency of the present mainstream fibrous air filtra-
tion materials like melt-blown fibers, cellulose fibers, and 
glass fibers are limited because they comprise microfibers 
[253], the electrospun nanofibers, are known as a privileged 
platform for the production of air filtration materials pos-
sessing advantages such as packing structure with tunable 
nano-dimensional fiber diameter [254], highly porous struc-
ture and flexibility [255], remarkable electrostatic effect and, 
the feasibility of producing them from a wide range of raw 
materials [256]. But for employing nanofibers on the indus-
trial scale some of the structural flaws should amend to fulfill 
the expectations of a great filtration material (Fig. 8).

The Multilayer Structure

The strategy of employing a multilayer structure is based on 
the fact that increasing the weight of the electrospun filter 
membrane leads to improvement of the filtration efficiency 
[257]. But the practical method cannot be carried out as 
continuous deposition of nanofibers in the electrospinning 
process because the airflow channels which have formed in 
the structure of the membrane will be partly clogged, lead-
ing to an increase in the pressure drop. Besides, the pore 
size distribution of the membranes that were fabricated 
from the electrospinning of one polymer is usually narrow, 
which negatively impacts the filtration efficiency in the case 
of targeting particles of various sizes. Therefore, a multi-
layer structure is fabricated from the layers with the same 

composition and porosity, arranged alongside each other to 
improve filtration efficiency and simultaneously alleviate the 
enhancement of pressure drop (Fig. 9).

Zhang et al. designed a multilayer filter made of three lay-
ers of membranes from PSU fibers with a diameter of about 
1 μm, PAN nanofibers with a size of about 200 nm, and the 
finest layer with the polyamide-6(PA-6) fibers with a size 
of about 20 nm. This integrated filter demonstrated a low-
pressure drop of 118 Pa and a high filtration efficiency with 
capability of filtration of numerous particles with different 
sizes which made possible by removing particles larger than 
2 μm with PSU layer, capturing particles bigger than 0.5 μm 
within PAN nanonet, and finally, sieving 0.3 μm sized parti-
cles and more by PA-6 membrane [258].

Cellulose derivatives have been generally used for pro-
ducing comfortable inner layers in commercial face masks 
comprising multilayers of non-woven fabrics. Furthermore, 
they can also be deposited on the surface of the outer layer in 
fiber/particle form or could be added to air filtration equip-
ment as a separate layer before or after the filter layer. For 
instance, Asper et al. designed a filter paper made entirely 
from pure cellulose nanofibers with a diameter of 20–30 nm 
produced by Cladophora sp. Algae and employed it for viral 
removal. The results of retention tests demonstrated that 
the nanocellulose filter is capable of removing xenotropic 
murine leukemia virus and Swine Influenza A virus with 
high removal capacity [259].

Currently, most the air filtration respirators are designed 
based on the multilayer structure and comprise an electret 
filter that is composed of polymeric fibers such as PP, PTFE, 
poly-butylene terephthalate, and polycarbonate, forming a 
nonwoven mat which possesses electrostatic charge and 
placed in the central position of the layered structure [260]. 

Fig. 9  The schematic structure of multilayered anti-virus face masks incorporated with metallic nanoparticles
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The mechanism of particle trapping in the electret mem-
branes was not limited to the porous structure and they have 
the ability to capture the particles in an active manner with 
more attraction distance. Besides, there is no need to pro-
vide a high density of small pores and thick filters, and as 
a result, the appropriate removal efficiency can be achieved 
in the condition of continuous airflow with a low pressure 
drop. Through the process of formation of the nanofibrous 
membranes, electrospinning favorably provides in-situ elec-
trostatic charge by introducing charge storage enhancers to 
electrospinning polymeric solutions [32].

Lamination

The nanofibrous web of chitosan possesses unique proper-
ties such as biocompatibility, being non-toxic, biodegrada-
bility, and special physical and chemical characteristics that 
enable chitosan to capture and neutralize toxic materials in 
the liquids or air and destroy the structure of bacteria or 
viruses. Considering the shortcomings of the fibrous web of 
chitosan in the filtration process like poor mechanical stabil-
ity, Mohammadian et al. investigated a method of remedia-
tion to strengthen this structure. They laminated the chitosan 
nanofibrous web into a multilayer system employing cot-
ton fabric and an adhesive via the hot-melt method. In the 
process of electrospinning, an aluminum-covered collector 
was covered by polypropylene spun bond nonwoven (PPSN), 
which is a web form hot-melt adhesive, and the 10 wt.% 
solutions of chitosan and multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) 
used for the production of the nanofibers, and after remov-
ing them from the collector, another layer of PPSN attached 
on it and after that, the whole three layers placed in the 
middle of two cotton weft-warp fabrics and then, hot-melt 
laminating carried out by a flat iron at various temperatures 
to study the impact of laminating temperature on the multi-
layer structures. The authors found that the images of optical 
microscope (and not the cross-sectional SEM) were more 
applicable for observation of the structural changings, they 
also used an air permeability tester below 125 Pa air pres-
sure for measurement of the air transport properties. The 
results showed that as long as the laminating temperature 
was under the melting point of PPSN, the nanofibrous web 
remained approximately unchained, but with increasing 
the temperature, the adhesive force among the layers was 
improved and gradually, PPSN was flattened between layers, 
and transformed to film-like structure, and by reaching to the 
temperatures above the PPSN melting point, the nanofiber 
web began to damage. On the other hand, increasing the 
laminating temperature contributed to the reduction of air 
permeability because of impeding the convective airflow 
by the adhesive layer. In the temperatures above the melt-
ing point, the reduction of airflow was a result of adhesive 
penetration to other layers (because of the more surface 

junction with nanofibers, PPSN has more penetration into 
the nanofibrous web than the fabric) that led to blockage of 
the nanofibrous porosity and prevention of passing the air 
during the experiment [261].

Lee et al. developed a membrane filter media using elec-
trospun polybenzimidazole (PBI) nanofibers for application 
in dust-proof face masks to capture the particulate matters 
(PMs). The nanofiber layer was formed on a polyester mesh 
and for improving the mechanical stability against bending 
or other stresses, was laminated with another polyester mesh 
at the temperature of 140 °C and PBI fibers were immobi-
lized between the two layers of polyester. PBI nanofibers 
are capable of making intermolecular electrostatic interac-
tions that are the result of the high electric dipole moment 
of PBI polymer and made them an appropriate platform for 
the production of the efficient filter membrane. Based on 
the observations, the PBI filter kept its inherent function 
after cleaning and provided the filtering efficiency of about 
98.5% at a very lower pressure drop (130 Pa) than commer-
cial masks (386 Pa) with the similar filtering efficiencies, as 
well as a threefold higher quality factor (∼0.032) compared 
to the commercial ones (∼0.011) [262].

Hung et al. mentioned that although the higher weight of 
the filter membranes can lead to an increase in the filtration 
efficiency, the quality factor of the filters does not improve 
because of the unwanted enhancement in the pressure drop 
[263].

Increasing the Surface Area

Another method for increasing the specific surface area and 
improving the efficiency of particle capture is manipulat-
ing some features of the electrospun fibers considering two 
opposite design concepts of “addition” and “subtraction” 
[264]. The addition of nano-protrusions on the electrospun 
fibers by incorporation of nanoparticles such as PAN/SiO2 
[265], PAN/  TiO2 [266], PSU/TiO2 [267], and so on, leads 
to increasing the specific surface area and as a result, the 
chance of capturing the particles enhances. Besides, the 
presence of these regions on the structure of fibers that pos-
sess low air resistance enhances the friction force between 
fibers and particles and reduces the probability of slipping 
and moving the captured particles by the shear flow of air 
[265].

Another way of achieving a higher specific surface area 
and filtration performance is by constructing porous fibers. 
Pan et al. generated densely distributed nano-pores on PLA 
electrospun fibers by regulating RH during the process of 
electrospinning and obtained the highest quality factor of 
0.0276 on RH of 45% [268].
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Face Masks for Viral Filtration

Ren et al. provided information about employing nanopar-
ticles in a formula that contained a compound of metallic 
nanoparticles along with non-metallic or anionic groups in 
a fibrous structure with the aim of preventing transmission 
of the viruses, especially by inhalation of infected droplets. 
The preferred diameter of the fiber filaments could be around 
7 µm and the different forms are nanoparticles such as dry 
powders, liquids, sol–gels, or nanotubes with a preferred 
average size up to 100 nm that can be incorporated into pro-
tective clothing made of natural (such as wool, cotton, cel-
lulose, silk, etc.) or artificial fabrics (polyester, polyethylene, 
PP, rayon, nylon, polyimide, Kevlar R, carbon, etc.). The 
antiviral activity of the formula was evaluated by Hemag-
glutination assay and reported based on the percentage of 
viral titer reduction. In the first group of trials, nanopar-
ticles with the concentration of 0.1 to 1 wt.% were tested 
for inhibitory effects against different strains of flu viruses 
such as B/GDAL444 and VC1/256 on turkey red blood cells 
(TRBC’s), and based on the obtained results, the authors 
marked nano-Ag and  TiO2 as “poor”, ZnO and Alumina as 
“good”, and compounds related to Al (Al-phosphates),  Ca2+ 
(Ca phosphates, Ca-silicates and Ca-carbonates), Si  (SiO2 
and SiC), Cu and Cu oxides, P (Al-phosphates) and active 
carbons marked as “highly virucidal” by demonstrating over 
90% virucidal rates. In another trial, the antiviral activity of 
different nanoparticles with diameters of 5 nm to 100 nm 
toward avian H5N1 Influenza NIBRG-14 was evaluated in 
MDCK cells. The results after 30 min of incubation dem-
onstrated that Tungsten carbide (WC) exhibited the highest 
viral reduction percentage of 99.992% in the second place, 
titanium carbide (TiC) and titanium carbonitride  (TiC0.5N0.5) 
were the most efficient nanoparticle with the viral reduction 
of 99.223% and the least reduction belonged to silicon (IV)
nitride  (Si3N4) with the reduction rate of 83.400% [269].

Another sample of antiviral fibers for air filtration appli-
cations can be produced by loading monovalent copper 
compounds such as CuCl,  CuOOCCH3, CuBr, and CuI par-
ticles with the least amount of 0.2% by mass concerning the 
weight of the fiber. The results of the cellular evaluation 
of the antiviral properties of the fibers against two model 
enveloped (influenza A / Kitakyushu / 159/93 (H3N2)) and 
non-enveloped (FCV (F9 strain)) viruses exhibited that cop-
per (I) iodide and copper (I) chloride powder were the most 
potent antiviral compounds with the capability of inactivat-
ing viruses in a short time of 1 min in MDCK and CrFK 
cells, respectively [270].

Stewart et al. evaluated the inhibitory influence of four 
types of multilayer fabrics on Influenza B (B/Lee/40) virus 
in vitro. The findings showed that adding 2% copper acetate 
and 2% zinc acetate to the structure of spun-bond nonwoven 

or melt-blown PP fabric containing 2% citric acid, 2% PVA, 
and 0.5% polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan boosted the antiviral 
activity of the fabric resulting in an appropriate material for 
making a facial mask to decrease the transmission of human 
pathogens [271].

Smith et al. designed a face mask that was intended to 
have antiviral and antibacterial activity and a lower pres-
sure differential as well as offering superior comfort. The 
face mask comprised of an activated carbon cloth impreg-
nated with silver which had a protective PP membrane on 
it and they both were placed in the middle of two inner and 
outer layers. The combination of the abovementioned lay-
ers is designed to draw the viruses from a static and mobile 
environment and capture them into the cloth assembly to be 
held and destroyed there.

Although activated carbon cloth is intrinsically antibac-
terial, it is supposed that it’s not capable to capture very 
small particulates of viruses. But impregnation of activated 
carbon cloth with antiviral metals, such as silver, equipped 
the cloth with antiviral and virucidal properties. In this pro-
cess which is called carbonization and activation, the metal 
salt is sequentially converted to metal oxide and metal and 
then located in the structure of cloth in any fashion: placed 
between the fibers, attached to the fibers, or embedded into 
them, leading to the formation of a microporous structure 
that has the ability to attract and capture molecules. In this 
project, the amount of impregnated silver was 0.3% by 
weight, the thickness of the silver-impregnated activated 
carbon cloth was 0.2 to 2 mm, and employing an MS-2 
coliphage that in comparison with an FFP3 (filtering face-
pieces with at least 99% particle filtration efficiency at 0.3 
microns) facemask, the filtration ability and pressure drop, 
as well as the virus capture, retention, and elimination effi-
ciency of the cloth were tested.

The results exerted that surprisingly, the activated carbon 
cloth had virucidal properties, both with and without silver, 
but the presence of AgNPs in the cloth structure significantly 
increased the virucidal activity, and had no adverse effect 
on the efficiency of virus capture, which increased with the 
enhancement of the weight of the membrane layer, for exam-
ple, it was 98.26% in case of using a 22 g.m−2 membrane 
and reaches to 99.88% viral capture employing a 60 g.m−2 
one. However, there is an optimum point for increasing the 
weight of the membrane because, after that, the permeability 
will be limited, so here, the membrane weighed 60 g.m−2, 
and the weight of the outer and inner layers were 50 g.m−2 
and 30 g.m−2, respectively. The retention capability of the 
cloth, which is the number of remaining viruses in the cloth 
after capture, was 99.9998%. This composite represented a 
facemask with a lower pressure differential and reasonable 
cost [272].
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A major problem of applicating face masks for viral pro-
tection is the accumulation of viral particles on the surface 
of the filtration membranes or within the membrane fibers, 
remaining alive and infectious for a relatively long period 
[273]. To defeat this shortcoming, Davison designed a four-
layered filter composed of a central melt-blown PP filtration 
layer surrounded by an inner spun-bond PP and two layers 
with antiviral characteristics: the first layer composed of 
copper and zinc ions incorporated into cellulose/polyester 
and the second one (outer layer) is another spun-bond PP 
coated with a hydrophilic plastic coating that acidified with 
citric acid. Therefore, the infectious droplets and viral par-
ticles are absorbed in the outer layer and denatured by the 
citric acid then the damaged viruses are eliminated by diva-
lent metal cations in the second layer [274].

Even though N95 class face masks demonstrated a 
greater level of protection compared with surgical/medical 
masks during the pandemic crisis, such as SARS in 2003 
[275], their application has some serious flaws including 
low breathability, overall discomfort, excessive heat and 
humidity, malodorousness, facial pressure, skin irritation 
and, diminished visual, vocal, or auditory acuity, which 
reduce the favorability of the mask in general applications 
and more importantly, interfere with occupational duties of 
the health care employees [276]. Therefore, combining the 
advantages of each type, low air resistance of surgical/medi-
cal face masks, and high protection of N95 respirators leads 
to manufacturing the most desirable face mask. Besides, the 
protection level of a mask is dependent on two criteria, pos-
sessing the ability to filtration of hazardous particles in a 
wide diameter range from nanometers to micrometers and 
perfect sealing to avoid any leakage.

Tong et al. presented a novel face mask with expected 
antibacterial properties and potent filtration efficiency (more 
than 95%) with high breathability and also great face seal, 
including three to four nonwoven layers in the main body, 
comprising nanofibers with a diameter of 10–99 nm inter-
weaved with partially gelled submicron fibers in the size 
range of 100–1000 nm. The layers can be attached by ultra-
sonic welding and the fibers were made of selected poly-
mers such as PU or PHBV and CuO employed as a biocide 
agent in the concentration of 2% -50% (w /w), which can be 
incorporated into the structure of submicron and nanosized 
electrospun fibers by encapsulation into the fibers, or attach-
ing onto the fiber surface, or can be physically trapped in the 
fiber structure or crosslinked to the fibers.

In the first trial, an electrospun microfibrous PU mat 
containing 2% (w/w) of CuO with a surface density of 0 
0.12 g.m−2 and thickness of 230 µm was tested for evalu-
ation of particulate filter penetration using sodium chlo-
ride (NaCl) aerosols. In another trial, the same evaluation 
was performed on electrospun CuO -incorporated PHBV 
fibers with submicron diameter. Both masks conformed 

to The National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) N95 criteria in breathability and filtra-
tion efficiency. At an airflow rate of around 85 L.min−1, 
95–99.999% of NaCl aerosols with a diameter of about 
260 nm were successfully filtered. The protective masks 
exhibited more than 99% reduction of gram-negative bac-
teria, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, within 5 min because of 
the oligodynamic effect of CuO [277].

Discussion

There have been some comparative studies with the aim of 
designating the most promising metallic particle for antiviral 
applications. For instance, Mallikarjun tested the antiviral 
properties of Cu (II), Ni (II), and Zn (II) complexed with four 
groups of ligands: 3-(phenyl)-1-(2’-hydroxynaphthyl)—2—
propen—1—one (PHPO), 3—(4-chlorophenyl)—1- 
(2’-hydroxynaphthyl)–2–propen—1—one (CPHPO), 
3—(4 -methoxyphenyl) -1-(2’-hydroxynaphthyl)-2-propen-
1-one(MPHPO) and, 3—(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)–1-(2’-
hydroxynaphthyl) —2—propen—1—one (DMPHPO) and 
declared the effectivity of them in order against tobacco 
ringspot virus(TRSV). All of them were examined in 
amounts of 250 ppm to 1500 ppm. The results demon-
strated that the antiviral activities of the tested complexes 
were as follows: Cu (DMPHO)2 > Zn (DMPHO)2 > Ni 
(DMPHO)2 > Cu (PHPO)2 > Zn (PHPO)2 > Ni (PHPO)2 > Cu 
(MPHPO)2 > Zn (MPHPO)2 > Ni (MPHPO)2 > Cu 
(CPHPO)2 > Zn (CPHPO)2 > Ni (CPHPO)2. The author 
mentioned that the most toxic complexes toward the virus 
have greater solution stability and higher lipid solubility and 
the toxicity might be due to the interference of metal ions 
in regular cell proliferation [278]. In another study, Mastro 
et al. showed that treatment of peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells with Cu, Ag and, Ag+ Cu resulted in HIV-1 inhibi-
tory degree of 43.82%, 37.15% and, 51.97%, respectively, 
which demonstrates the ascendancy of copper in viral inhibi-
tion [279]. Furthermore, Sagripanti et al. reported that the 
required amount of Cu (II) ions for achieving a 70% reduc-
tion in the titer of cell-free HIV-1 in a solution, is much 
less than Fe (III): 1.6 mM Cu (II) to 18 mM Fe (III). The 
required number of copper atoms for the inactivation of 
HIV-1 is approximately  1011 per infectious virus particle 
[280]. Minoshima et al. also reported that solid-state  Cu2O 
possesses the superior inhibitory ability against both envel-
oped and nonenveloped viruses (influenza A and bacterio-
phage Q) in comparison with silver compounds, due to its 
unique viral inactivation mechanism via direct contact of 
 Cu2O with viral cells, which disrupts recognition of host 
by destroying the structure of viral surface proteins and as a 
result, inactivates the viruses regardless of the viral envelope 
[281]. Nakano et al. employed highly photocatalytic  WO3 
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microparticles with 0.5 mass % of CuO powder to design an 
antiviral composite material. The in vitro antiviral evalua-
tion was performed by inoculating two low and high patho-
genic viruses, influenza virus (H9N2) and avian influenza 
virus (H5N1) into the MDCK cells exposed to the irradiation 
of visible light by the wavelength of 380 nm and illuminance 
of 6000 Lx for 24 h. Inactivation effect R is a parameter that 
is used for evaluation of the inhibitory effect of the target 
particles, which is formulated as [R = log C−log A], where 
C denotes the virus concentration of the particle-free vis-
ible irradiated sample after 24 h that A denotes the virus 
concentration of the particle-containing sample that received 
the same irradiation treatment. The  WO3 particles exhib-
ited relatively low antiviral performance; however, making 
a composition of  WO3 with CuO resulted in an increase in 
the inactivation effect value after 24 h of irradiation in the 
same condition. Compared to  WO3 alone, the Inactivation 
effect ® was significantly increased from 1.9 to 4.7 [282].

In addition to the fact that the existence of various and 
feasible methods to synthesize CuNPs has made them a very 
practical option for widespread application [225], another 
advantage of employing them as antiviral agent is their syn-
ergistic effect in viral inactivation when used along with 
other metallic particles. Broglie et al. designed a core–shell 
structure placing Au in the core and Copper (II) Sulfide 
(CuS) in the shell of the NPs with a diameter of 2–5 nm and 
evaluated their antiviral properties against norovirus GI.1. 
The results of the in vitro antiviral test demonstrated that Au/
CuS NPs can inactivate 50% of the viruses in the minimum 
concentration of 0.083 μM by damaging the structure of 
capsid proteins, which can reach complete viral inhibition 
by increasing the NPs concentration to 0.83 μM. In another 
survey, a hybrid coating impregnated with copper, zinc, 
and silver cations was produced by radical polymerization 
through a sol–gel process and in vitro evaluations demon-
strated the ability of this coating for viral titer reduction: 
98–100% after 120 min exposure to HIV-1 and slower viru-
cidal kinetics for other enveloped viruses in the exposure 
time of 240 min: 97% for DENV, 100% for HSV-1, 77% for 
influenza and only marginal reduction in viral titer for the 
non-enveloped coxsackie B3 virus [283]. Kanovsky tested 
the anti-HIV-1 properties of active polymeric fibers con-
taining varying amounts and ratios of  Cu2O and tetrasil-
ver tetroxide  (Ag4O4). The antiviral test was performed on 
MT-2 cells and the measurement of the concentration of p24 
(HIV-1 capsid protein) was the basis of virus proliferation 
determination. No cytotoxicity was observed for the combi-
nation of  Ag4O4 and  Cu2O and the results of antiviral tests 
showed that using the amount of 1% wt. of  Ag4O4 alone, 
results in 76% inhibition while the presence of  Cu2O in the 
composite led to achieving the ability to inactivate 96% of 
the viral titer [284].

Shimabuku et al. reported that granular activated carbon 
in the water filtration device was not capable of inactivating 
T4 bacteriophage after incorporation of minimum concen-
tration (0.5 and 1.0 w/w (%)) of Ag into the structure, but the 
synergistic effect of CuO NPs in viral inactivation with the 
particle size of 22 to 37 nm and the concentration of 1.0 w/w 
(%) along with 0.5 w/w (%) of 25 to 40 nm-sized Ag NPs, 
caused 5.53 log reduction in T4 bacteriophage titer [285].

The application of nanofibers as a substitute for conven-
tional material for producing filtration devices can reduce 
mask airflow resistance significantly and direct more airflow 
through the mask, which leads to enhancement of the filtra-
tion efficiency. The improvement of the fit, is the only way of 
increasing the filtration efficiency and reduction of receiver 
exposure in existing commercial face masks, while this solu-
tion also results in increasing the airflow resistance in the 
face mask, because of forcing a greater part of the airstream 
to passage the mask. But in the case of employing nanofib-
ers, the intrinsic decrease in mask airflow resistance mini-
mizes leaking around the mask and provides a better chance 
for passing particles through the filter and capturing them 
without the requirement of a perfect seal, and ultimately 
reduces the receiver exposure levels in comparison with 
conventional face masks. With the incorporation of nano-
particles in the structure of nanofibers, the electrospun mat 
will benefit from increasing the surface area and at the same 
time, will be equipped with potent antiviral agents [286].

In the end, having a brief glimpse of three commercial 
face masks can feasibly declare the potent effectivity and 
applicability of using copper compounds in the structure 
of face masks with the aim of viral inhibition of respiratory 
viruses. Three face masks made by BioFriend™ BioMask™, 
Cufitec® Surgical Mask, and Innonix Anti-Influenza Child’s 
Mask possess the ability to inactivate 99.99% of various 
types of influenza viruses and their active ingredients are: 
citric acid 2% wt. (in the outer layer) and copper 1.6% wt. 
and zinc 1.6% wt. (in the  2nd layer) for BioFriend™ Bio-
Mask™ and Innonix Anti-Influenza Child’s Mask, CuI in 
the amount of 0.5% wt. (in the outer and inner layers) for 
Cufitec® Surgical Mask.

Copper compounds are low-cost and feasibly applicable 
as promising antiviral agents and can also be combined with 
other biocidal metallic particles to intensify the overall anti-
viral effect, especially when placed in the structure of face 
masks with the aim of protecting the wearers against lethal 
pathogens such as COVID-19.

Conclusion

Wearing protective masks is still the most powerful strat-
egy for preventing viral transmission and managing the out-
break of COVID-19. Designing the innovative face masks, 
equipped with antiviral agents, can be a great step forward 
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to enhance the security level of the mask wearers. The metal 
and metal oxide NPs as potent candidates possessing antivi-
ral activity have been studied for years. The majority of the 
essays on the antiviral properties of these NPs are limited 
to in vitro and cellular studies on human cell lines, and the 
number of in vivo experiments is considerably fewer. Based 
on these reports, a number of metal and metal oxide NPs 
have shown propitious antiviral activity, especially against 
respiratory viruses and a bright future is visible for their 
application in the structure of anti-virus masks.

The nanofibrous layers, on the other hand, were reviewed 
as the most promising material for developing face masks 
with great filtration qualities. The non-hazardous nature 
and intrinsic antiviral properties of the polymers, as well as 
the most practicable methods for improving the structural 
and filtration characteristics of the nanofibrous mats with 
the aim of using them in face masks fabrication, have been 
introduced and examples of patents and products which have 
been developed based on the abovementioned criteria were 
mentioned. In the end, this field of study has been shown 
to possess a vast potential for making innovations at both 
experimental and industrial levels with the aim of fulfilling 
the need for safe antiviral respiratory protecting materials.

The most challenging issue in the application of metal 
nanoparticles is their cytotoxicity on human cells (especially 
through inhalation), which makes the necessity to determine 
the accurate effective and safe dose of metal NPs for load-
ing into nanofibrous layers more prominent. On the other 
hand, according to the potentials of this field, the upcoming 
researches in the field of proving the antiviral properties of 
metal NPs should change direction from in vitro and cel-
lular studies to in vivo and clinical ones. The ease of use 
and accessibility of metal NPs-loaded face masks should be 
studied clinically as well. The combination of this field of 
nanotechnology with superior technologies based on artifi-
cial intelligence in the context of interdisciplinary collabora-
tions will provide the possibility of making a wide variety 
of innovations in the fabrication of multi-layer face masks 
to finally approach the most suitable face mask in terms of 
reaching the maximum protection, applicability and, the 
possibility of monitoring the face mask's functionality from 
biological and technical aspects, which will upgrade the 
application of face masks from a protection-only device to 
an ever-growing biosensing tool.
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